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 1 DAY 2 - P.M. SESSION ONLY 

 2 (Whereupon the hearing resumed at 1:07 

 3 p.m. following the recess, continuing 

 4 with the cross-examination by Mr. Linder 

 5 of Witnesses Peter G. Nixon and Michael 

 6 T. Skrivan.) 

 7 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Good afternoon.

 8 We're back on the record.  And, where were we?  M r.

 9 Linder.

10 MR. LINDER:  Thank you.

11 BY MR. LINDER: 

12 Q. Mr. Nixon and Mr. Skrivan, when we broke off ou r

13 previous conversation, we were beginning to speak  about

14 the Company's rejection of the payphone commissio n

15 contracts.  And, when I say "commission", I'm ref erring

16 to the contracts with property owners that permit s

17 payphones to be installed on their property, and,  in

18 return, and if you would confirm this, in return,  they

19 receive a commission on the revenues generated?

20 A. (Skrivan) Yes, that's right.

21 Q. Okay.  Now, it's my understanding that, after t he

22 contracts are rejected, the Company still intends  to

23 service and maintain those payphones, unless inst ructed

24 otherwise by the property owners to remove them?
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 1 A. (Skrivan) Yes, that's correct.

 2 Q. You have -- have you had an opportunity to look  at the

 3 Supplemental Report dated May 17th, 2010, filed b y the

 4 Non-Staff Advocate, Accion Group?  And, the reaso n that

 5 I ask is there are two pages in there that discus s the

 6 commission payphones?

 7 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

 8 Q. Okay.  So, if I can direct your attention -- 

 9 MR. LINDER:  And, by the way, I believe

10 that document, if counsel can confirm this, has b een

11 marked as an exhibit on the Non-Staff Advocate Ex hibit

12 List as, if I'm reading it correctly, number "3C"  and

13 "3P", "P" being "public", "C" being "confidential "?

14 MR. JUDD:  That's correct.

15 MR. LINDER:  Okay.  Thank you.  So,

16 that's the document that we're referring to.

17 BY MR. LINDER: 

18 Q. And, if I can direct your attention to Pages 10  and 11,

19 because those are the pages, along with Page 14, that

20 discuss the commission payphone contracts.  So, I 'll

21 wait till you get there.

22 A. (Skrivan) Yes, I'm there.

23 Q. Okay.  And, on Page 11, the report, in the thir d

24 paragraph from the top, refers to several numbers .
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 1 That there are "786 payphones serving 555 locatio ns" in

 2 the three Northern New England states of Vermont and

 3 Maine and New Hampshire.  Do you see that?

 4 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

 5 Q. Do you have any reason to disagree with those n umbers?

 6 A. (Skrivan) No, I do not.

 7 Q. Okay.  And, the next sentence indicates that th ere are

 8 approximately "1,800" such commission payphones i n the

 9 State of New Hampshire, and that, of that amount,  it's

10 "153" contracts that would be -- that are being

11 rejected.  Do you see those numbers?

12 A. (Skrivan) Yes.  But the "1,800" doesn't say "co mmission

13 payphones", it just says "payphones".

14 Q. Okay.  So, the commission payphones would be th e "153"

15 number?

16 A. (Skrivan) That's my understanding, yes.

17 Q. Okay.  And, you don't have any particular reaso n to

18 disagree with that number, give or take a few?

19 A. (Skrivan) No.

20 Q. Okay.  Now, if we look at the second paragraph on Page

21 11 of the Exhibit Non-Staff Advocate 3P, it says "The

22 Company has stated that this decision", I'm assum ing

23 the decision to reject, "was a result of their

24 inability to accurately account for the incentive s paid
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 1 to the property owners as required in their contr acts

 2 with the Company."  Do you see that?

 3 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

 4 Q. Could you comment on that please, as to whether  it's

 5 accurate?  Whether there are other reasons?  Or, just

 6 expand please.

 7 A. (Skrivan) Yes.  I would say it's accurate.  And , the

 8 way I would characterize it is, essentially, ther e was

 9 a business decision regarding a software solution  that

10 would be required, not for billing, but for calcu lating

11 the commissions to be paid to these payphone prov iders.

12 And, the business decision was made, rather than to

13 spend the scarce resources to develop that progra mming,

14 to reject the contracts and avoid the obligation to do

15 that.  So, you know, really, purely a business de cision

16 of FairPoint's deregulated payphone service opera tion.

17 Q. Thank you for clarifying that.  Again, on Page 11, the

18 first paragraph, the first sentence states that " The

19 use of payphones has changed dramatically over th e past

20 ten years with current usage typically limited to  an

21 emergency or backup form of communication for man y low

22 income citizens."  And, my question is, whether y ou

23 would have any reason to disagree with the portio n of

24 the sentence that says "current usage is limited to an
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 1 emergency or backup form of communication for low

 2 income citizens"?

 3 A. (Skrivan) Well, I would agree, I cannot disagre e with

 4 that.  But I don't really know, I haven't studied  the

 5 usage.  So, I really can't comment positively tha t I

 6 agree with it, just that I have no reason to disa gree

 7 with it.

 8 Q. And, you would have no reason to disagree that the

 9 payphones are used by low income customers?

10 A. (Skrivan) Correct.

11 Q. Okay.  The next item on Page 11 of the report t hat

12 we're discussing indicates that, in the fourth

13 paragraph, that, if the property owner decides th at

14 they're not interested in allowing FairPoint to k eep

15 the payphone on the property, since they're no lo nger

16 receiving compensation, that FairPoint at that po int in

17 time would need to remove the payphone?

18 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

19 Q. Okay.  And, if a payphone had to be removed, Fa irPoint,

20 I assume, would comply with the notice requiremen ts in

21 the Public Utilities Commission rules and the sta tute,

22 and also the provision in the Legal Assistance

23 Memorandum of Understanding with FairPoint?

24 A. (Skrivan) Yes.  That would certainly be my inte ntion
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 1 that we would comply with all of those.

 2 Q. Okay.  Now, again, in the fourth paragraph on P age 11

 3 of the Non-Staff Advocate report that we're discu ssing,

 4 it says that "there could be" -- "there could be public

 5 interest payphone issues as a result of the remov al of

 6 payphones."  Could you comment on that, as to whe ther

 7 you concur with that or do not?

 8 A. (Skrivan) Yes, I'd be happy to comment on that.   First

 9 of all, our Payphone group has told us that none of

10 these payphones are currently classified as "publ ic

11 interest payphones".  So, per se, we wouldn't be

12 pulling out a public interest payphone.  To the e xtent

13 that your department that you represent would be

14 interested in talking to us about placing a publi c

15 interest payphone at one of those locations, we'd  be

16 happy to talk to you.

17 Q. Okay.  Thank you for clarifying that.  And, goi ng back

18 one page, to Page 10 of the report that we're

19 discussing, actually, it's the first paragraph of  the

20 "Payphone" discussion, which would be the next to  the

21 last paragraph on the page.  The last sentence sa ys "We

22 understand [that] FairPoint has no plans to sell the

23 payphone base to a firm prepared to continue serv icing

24 the units and the customer relationships."  Do yo u see
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 1 that sentence?

 2 A. (Skrivan) Yes, I do.

 3 Q. Okay.  Could you comment on that or confirm whe ther

 4 that statement is accurate?

 5 A. (Skrivan) Yes, I'd like to comment on it.  I ag ree, we

 6 currently have no plans to sell the payphone base .  I

 7 would sort of disagree with the assumption that " we

 8 don't plan to continue servicing the units."  You  know,

 9 just to be clear, we do continue to -- plan to co ntinue

10 servicing the units.  And, I think, you know, the

11 "customer relationship" issue would go to the

12 "commission" issue, which we do not intend to con tinue

13 paying commissions.

14 Q. But, at this point in time, there is no intent to sell

15 the payphone business?

16 A. (Skrivan) That's correct.

17 Q. Okay.  If I can just direct your attention to P age 14

18 of the report, again, Non-Staff Advocate Exhibit 3P.

19 And, that page has the conclusions on it.  Do you  see

20 the section that says "Conclusion"?

21 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

22 Q. Okay.  I'd like to direct your attention to the  fifth

23 paragraph of the conclusions.  And, I'd like to d irect

24 your attention to the last sentence of that parag raph.
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 1 Which reads, "In our opinion, a potential solutio n

 2 would be to sell the payphone business line to a

 3 suitable payphone operator."  And, I wonder if th e

 4 Company has any position on that, if you could sh are

 5 that with us, if the Company does?

 6 A. (Skrivan) Well, I would say that that -- I mean , in my

 7 opinion, that's not really -- that's not really a  great

 8 solution.  It's like a very large solution for wh at's

 9 potentially a small problem, if you look at it on  an

10 individual location basis.  If there's an individ ual

11 location owner who's not happy, then they can ask  us to

12 remove the phone and contract with someone else w ho's

13 willing to pay them a commission.  So, from that

14 standpoint, the location provider's issues would be

15 resolved much more simply than by us going throug h the

16 effort of selling the entire payphone business.

17 Q. And, would you agree that, if the Company did d ecide to

18 sell the payphone business, that that could have an

19 impact on the Memorandum of Understanding with Ne w

20 Hampshire Legal Assistance and its client, with r espect

21 to commitments regarding payphone notice and

22 installation of public interest payphones?

23 A. (Skrivan) I'd have to think about that.  I'm no t sure

24 that, if we sold the payphone business, that that  would
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 1 preclude us from providing public interest paypho nes.

 2 MR. LINDER:  Okay.  Thank you.  I have

 3 no further questions.

 4 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Just one thing I want to

 5 clarify for the record, and maybe you can confirm  this,

 6 Mr. Judd.  On the list I have, it looks like the

 7 Supplemental Report, the public version from May 17 would

 8 be "Non-Advocate Exhibit 4".  Is that -- and the lines are

 9 a little off kilter, but the first exhibit looks like it's

10 prefiled testimony.

11 MR. JUDD:  May I approach?  I believe

12 that's the list that we gave to you when we hande d in our

13 exhibits yesterday morning.

14 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay, it's a little

15 different.  So, --

16 MR. JUDD:  And, I apologize for the

17 alignment issues.

18 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  No, it's not a question

19 of alignment.  What was submitted from the partie s,

20 including the Non-Advocate Staff in your case, di d not

21 have any "3P", "3C", there was no designation of

22 "confidential" or "public" by that letter.  The i nitial

23 report was "3", the Supplemental Report -- excuse  me, 2,

24 3, 4.
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 1 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, we'll just

 2 substitute.  Apparently, we got a different versi on.

 3 Thank you.

 4 MR. JUDD:  Thank you.

 5 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  So, again, if the record

 6 could ignore my attempts to clarify the numbering  issues.

 7 MR. JUDD:  But, if I could offer one

 8 clarification, I'm sure it was inadvertent.  But counsel

 9 cited the exhibit during your cross-examination a s "3C",

10 which would be the confidential version.  Is that  the

11 version you meant to refer to?

12 MR. LINDER:  The "3P".

13 MR. JUDD:  Thank you very much.

14 MR. LINDER:  Thank you very much.

15 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank everyone.

16 Mr. Kennan.

17 MR. KENNAN:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  I

18 have no questions for these witnesses.

19 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Shoer.

20 MR. SHOER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

21 Good afternoon.  

22 BY MR. SHOER: 

23 Q. I believe it was yesterday we were asking Ms. H ood

24 about her understanding about the status of the
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 1 wholesale agreements and the settlement agreement s with

 2 the CLECs in the context of the bankruptcy.  And,  she

 3 may have referred these to Mr. Skrivan, I can't r ecall.

 4 So, I'll ask the question just to be sure.  Is it  still

 5 FairPoint's intent not to take any action in the

 6 bankruptcy court proceeding to reject any of the

 7 wholesale agreements that were in place, and,

 8 particularly, the settlement agreement that was r eached

 9 by the CLECs and FairPoint in the Verizon proceed ing,

10 DT 07-011?

11 A. (Skrivan) Yes, that is our intent.

12 Q. And, when I was looking through some of the ban kruptcy

13 documents, there's a section on executory contrac ts and

14 how they're to be treated, I believe it was Secti on 11.

15 MR. McHUGH:  Of what document?

16 MR. SHOER:  Of the debtors' Modified

17 Second Amended Joint Plan of Reorganization dated

18 March 10.  

19 BY MR. SHOER: 

20 Q. And, on Page 47 of this section on executory co ntracts,

21 there's a description at the end of the first par agraph

22 about "For the purpose of the Plan, various regul atory

23 consent orders to which FairPoint was a party wit h the

24 [Commissions] shall not be deemed to be an execut ory
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 1 contract."  Am I correct that the regulatory conc ept

 2 orders that are referenced in there include the o rders

 3 that were reached by the Commission in DT 07-011?

 4 A. (Skrivan) I don't know the answer to that.  I t hink I'd

 5 have to look at that document.

 6 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  What's the FairPoint

 7 numbering on that exhibit?

 8 MR. McHUGH:  I'm trying to find the

 9 document, Mr. Chairman.

10 MR. SHOER:  It's the March 10th of --

11 MR. McHUGH:  Is it a FairPoint exhibit?

12 MR. SHOER:  I think it might be -- I

13 think it's a FairPoint exhibit.  I don't have you r exhibit

14 list in front of me.

15 MS. FOLEY:  Sixteen.

16 MR. SHOER:  Sixteen, Pat?

17 MR. McHUGH:  Yes.  What page are you on,

18 Alan?

19 MR. SHOER:  Forty-seven.

20 MR. McHUGH:  Thanks.  Unless I have the

21 wrong one, Alan, my Page 47 at the bottom is "Dis charge of

22 Claims and Termination of Old FairPoint Equity In terests."

23 Do we have the right document?  

24 (Atty. Shoer and Atty. McHugh 
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 1 conferring.) 

 2 MR. McHUGH:  I found the cite.

 3 MR. SHOER:  Thank you.

 4 (Atty. McHugh handing document to Mr. 

 5 Skrivan.) 

 6 BY MR. SHOER: 

 7 Q. Mr. McHugh will show you just that one sentence

 8 referenced there.  Mr. Skrivan, do you know if th at --

 9 if the regulatory consent orders that are referen ced

10 there are in reference to the order that was reac hed --

11 order that was issued by this Commission in DT 07 -011?

12 A. (Skrivan) Speaking as a non-attorney, that woul d be my

13 understanding of that sentence.

14 Q. Okay.  Thank you.  Turning to some questions ab out the

15 new services that FairPoint is looking to offer.  I was

16 asking questions of Mr. Murtha yesterday about th e

17 Ethernet services that are going to be made avail able

18 to retail and wholesale customers as part of

19 FairPoint's build-out of its new network.  Do you

20 recall any of that testimony?

21 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

22 Q. And, the question I had, and I asked Mr. Murtha , and he

23 pointed me to you yesterday, was concerning "how

24 FairPoint intends to make those services availabl e to
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 1 wholesale customers?"  For example, will those se rvices

 2 be made available through a tariff, through a who lesale

 3 tariff?

 4 A. (Skrivan) No, they will not.  They will be made

 5 available through a contract.

 6 Q. Okay.  And, how about for retail customers?  Ar e those

 7 going to be available through a retail service ta riff?

 8 A. (Skrivan) No.  Through contracts as well.

 9 Q. Okay.  And, has FairPoint established the terms  and

10 conditions under which those services would be

11 available under contract at this point?

12 A. (Skrivan) I don't know if we have a hard and fa st set

13 of terms and conditions.  I understand there have  been

14 some negotiations on those and some development o f

15 those contracts, yes.

16 Q. Okay.  Will you be requiring or insisting that the

17 wholesale customer forgo any rights or remedies t hat

18 might be available in other tariffs as a conditio n in

19 accepting the terms of the wholesale contract?  

20 A. (Skrivan) Well, I need to narrow the answer a l ittle

21 bit.  With respect to the Ethernet services that we'll

22 be providing under contract, --

23 Q. Uh-huh.

24 A. (Skrivan) -- the contract itself will govern ra tes,
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 1 terms and conditions.  With respect to services w hich

 2 would be offered to a customer under the tariff, which

 3 would be different services, non-Ethernet service s in

 4 this example, then those, the rates, terms and

 5 conditions would be subject to the tariff provisi ons.

 6 Q. Okay.  And, will those rates, terms and conditi ons that

 7 are part of the contract be negotiated?  Are thos e

 8 negotiable terms?

 9 A. (Skrivan) That's my understanding.

10 Q. Okay.  A couple of questions with regard to the

11 implementation of the PAP, the PAP and the simpli fied

12 PAP.  We asked a question in discovery, it was nu mber

13 18, CLEC Number 18, about FairPoint's intent to r esume

14 discussions with the PAP -- with the collaborativ e

15 about the PAP.  And, there was a response that

16 FairPoint planned to "distribute its proposal to the

17 CLECs in the near future."  Has that occurred?

18 A. (Skrivan) That has not occurred yet.  We are in terested

19 in moving forward with that, and we are planning,

20 really, to get that moving.

21 Q. Do you have any timeline on when that plan will  be

22 distributed to the CLECs?

23 A. (Skrivan) Generally, the timeline that we've ta lked

24 about is during June.
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 1 Q. And, the effort to simplify the PAP, that was a

 2 requirement of the CLEC settlement, if I recall.  Do

 3 you recall that as well?

 4 A. (Skrivan) Well, I remember it being a requireme nt.  I'd

 5 have to double check the CLEC settlement to see i f

 6 that's where it was.

 7 Q. Okay.  And, do you know if that document requir es it --

 8 needed to be approved by the Commission before it

 9 became effective?

10 A. (Skrivan) I expect that it needs to be approved  by the

11 Commission.  I don't recall what's in the documen t.

12 Q. Okay.  And, we talked a little bit earlier toda y with

13 Ms. Weatherwax and Ms. McLean about the metric

14 remediation process.  Were you here for any of th at

15 discussion?  

16 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

17 Q. Is the metric remediation process tied to the

18 simplified PAP document that you're saying is goi ng to

19 be distributed to the CLECs in June?

20 A. (Skrivan) I don't see a direct connection betwe en

21 those.  Obviously, they're related, but I don't s ee a

22 direct connection between those.

23 Q. How are they related?

24 A. (Skrivan) Well, they're both related to the PAP  in
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 1 general.

 2 Q. So that efforts to simplify the -- or, efforts to

 3 simplify, in FairPoint's view, the metrics in the

 4 remediation process could also be present in the

 5 simplified PAP that will be part of the CLEC

 6 discussions?

 7 A. (Skrivan) Well, when you say the "remediation p rocess",

 8 just to make sure I'm understanding what you're s aying,

 9 I understand the remediation process to be to loo k at

10 the measurements that we're producing, to make su re

11 that they're being measured properly, you know,

12 according to the data that's in the system, so we 're

13 actually reporting what we intend to report.  And , so,

14 from that standpoint, again, I'm not sure I see t he

15 direct connection between the simplification and the

16 remediation of the data that we're producing toda y.

17 Q. Okay.  So, the simplified PAP that is -- docume nt is

18 going to be presented to the CLECs in the June ti me

19 frame, will -- will or will not include any of th e

20 metric provisions -- will or will not be revealed  in

21 the simplified PAP?

22 A. (Skrivan) I guess it's my understanding, as we

23 remediate or verify that a PAP metric is being re ported

24 correctly, were we to find out that it was not be ing
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 1 reported correctly, we would take efforts to corr ect

 2 it.  And, as soon as it was corrected, it would b e

 3 reported, you know, according to what we believe is the

 4 correct way to do that.  I don't think that would  wait

 5 for a simplification process.

 6 Q. But, if you were to determine that there was a

 7 correction or a change in the metric remediation

 8 process, that correction would be or could be

 9 implemented in the simplified PAP?

10 A. (Skrivan) I guess the way I would care to repre sent it

11 is, any correction we made in the calculations wo uld be

12 carried through to the simplified PAP.

13 Q. I have just a few questions concerning some of the

14 exhibits that were attached to One Communications '

15 documents.  Do you have that up there in front of  you?

16 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

17 Q. If you could turn to Exhibit OC-21.

18 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

19 Q. It's OC, One Communications, 21.  It's about ha lfway.

20 A. (Skrivan) I'm sorry.  I don't have exhibits cal led "One

21 Communications".  Is it Joint CLECs or --

22 Q. These were -- I believe they were just One

23 Communications' exhibits.

24 MR. McHUGH:  Is it a data request?
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 1 MR. SHOER:  Yes -- no, it was not,

 2 actually, it was not a data response.  These were  the PAP

 3 Market Adjustment Summary documents.

 4 WITNESS SKRIVAN:  I don't have that.

 5 (Atty. McHugh handing document to 

 6 Witness Skrivan.) 

 7 BY MR. SHOER: 

 8 Q. So, you see the -- there's an Exhibit OC-21 tha t's

 9 about halfway through.  Do you see those reports?

10 These are the "PAP/CCAP Market Adjustment Summary "

11 reports?

12 A. (Skrivan) Yes, I see those.

13 Q. Okay.  If you were to go to -- please go to the

14 January 10th report.  There are --

15 A. (Skrivan) January of 2010?

16 Q. January of 2010.  See that?

17 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

18 Q. Okay.  Do you read that report the same way I d o, that

19 the grand total of the market adjustment -- PAP m arket

20 adjustment for January '10 was "843,463", the sum mary

21 "Grand Total"?

22 A. (Skrivan) I see the "Grand Total" on there.  I have to

23 tell you, I'm not an expert on the difference bet ween

24 mode of entry and critical measures.  So, I just -- I
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 1 see a column there called "Market Adjustment", an d I

 2 see the total at the bottom.

 3 Q. Okay.  And, do you agree that the total is the number

 4 that I just stated, "843,463"?

 5 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

 6 Q. And, then, looking at February 2010, the number  is

 7 reported in the "Grand Total" here as "820,974",

 8 correct?

 9 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

10 Q. And, then, flipping to March, there's a drop-of f to --

11 the number now reports as "631,865"?

12 A. (Skrivan) Yes, I see that.

13 Q. So, would you agree with me that that's about a

14 $200,000 drop from February to March?

15 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

16 MR. McHUGH:  Mr. Chairman, if this will

17 speed this along, I will stipulate that the docum ent is,

18 you know, contains what it says, and that we can do the

19 subtraction from there.

20 MR. SHOER:  I agree the math will speak

21 for itself.

22 BY MR. SHOER: 

23 Q. Now, we were talking about the "metrics remedia tion

24 project".  Am I correct that the metrics remediat ion
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 1 project has been concluded?  Are you aware of tha t?

 2 A. (Skrivan) I don't know.

 3 Q. You don't know that.  Were you here this mornin g when

 4 we talked about the performance measurements for the

 5 metrics remediation process?

 6 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

 7 Q. Do you recall that the metrics remediation proc ess had

 8 a performance metric of reducing FairPoint's pena lties

 9 in the range of 20 to 30 percent?

10 A. (Skrivan) I recall that discussion.  

11 MR. SHOER:  Okay.  Thank you.  No

12 further questions.

13 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Ms. Foley.

14 MS. FOLEY:  Good afternoon, Mr. Nixon,

15 Mr. Skrivan.

16 WITNESS NIXON:  Good afternoon.

17 BY MS. FOLEY: 

18 Q. Do you have the New Hampshire Regulatory Settle ment in

19 front of you?

20 A. (Nixon) I do.

21 Q. Mr. Skrivan, do you have it as well?

22 A. (Skrivan) No.  But I can look on with Mr. Nixon 's.

23 Q. Great.  Would you please turn to Section 1.6 of  the

24 Settlement.
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 1 A. (Skrivan) Oh, I do have it.

 2 A. (Nixon) I have it.

 3 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

 4 Q. Am I correct that, according to this section of  the

 5 Settlement, the parties agree that "all pending d ockets

 6 [before the New Hampshire PUC will] be continued until

 7 either a party...withdraws from the Settlement or ...

 8 [until] the Effective Date of the Plan"?

 9 A. (Nixon) Yes.

10 Q. And, were you here, either Mr. Nixon or Mr. Skr ivan,

11 when Ms. Hood testified yesterday that the curren t

12 projected Effective Date of the Plan is "late thi rd

13 quarter 2010"?

14 A. (Nixon) I was.

15 Q. I'd like to ask you about what's been marked fo r

16 identification as "OC-19".  That's FairPoint's re sponse

17 to Staff 44.  If you don't have it up there, let me

18 know, I can give you a copy.

19 A. (Nixon) I have it.

20 Q. Mr. Skrivan, do you have it?  It's your respons e.

21 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

22 Q. Am I correct that this response indicates the d ockets

23 that FairPoint is seeking to have continued pursu ant to

24 that section of the Regulatory Settlement we just
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 1 discussed?

 2 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

 3 Q. Am I correct that DT 09-039 is a complaint agai nst

 4 FairPoint brought by a CLEC?

 5 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

 6 Q. Am I correct that DT 09-007 is a complaint agai nst

 7 FairPoint brought by a CLEC?

 8 A. (Skrivan) That is, although it's been closed.

 9 Q. Am I correct that DT 06-067 is a complaint agai nst

10 FairPoint brought by a CLEC?

11 A. (Skrivan) I'm not sure who brought that claim.  I don't

12 have that information here.

13 Q. One thing I noticed that isn't on this list is DT --

14 excuse me, DT 09-113, which is FairPoint's reques t for

15 a modification of the penalty under the Performan ce

16 Assurance Plan, is that correct?

17 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

18 Q. Therefore, FairPoint is not requesting that tha t docket

19 be stayed and is willing that that docket should go

20 forward?

21 A. (Skrivan) I don't know if that was our request or that

22 was just an oversight on this list.  We intended on

23 this list to include all the dockets that were st ayed.

24 It's my understanding that particular docket was
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 1 included in the original stay order.

 2 Q. Would your response be the same for docket DT 0 9-059,

 3 which is also a FairPoint request for a waiver of  the

 4 Performance Assurance Plan?

 5 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

 6 Q. I'd like to ask some questions now regarding wh at's

 7 been marked for identification as "FP-1".  And, t hat is

 8 the NHPUC Merger Order in docket DT 07-011.  If y ou

 9 don't have a copy, I can provide you with one.

10 A. (Skrivan) I don't think I have a copy.

11 MS. FOLEY:  Pat, do you have it?

12 MR. McHUGH:  I've got it.  Yes.

13 (Atty. McHugh handing document to 

14 Witness Skrivan.)  

15 WITNESS SKRIVAN:  Yes.

16 BY MS. FOLEY: 

17 Q. Could you turn to Page 78 of that order please.

18 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

19 Q. The section I'm interested in is in the first p aragraph

20 on that page, the second sentence in.  Could you read

21 that please.

22 A. (Skrivan) "In the event a CLEC incurs substanti al and

23 extraordinary costs directly related to the trans ition

24 from Verizon to FairPoint, it may petition the
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 1 Commission for reimbursement."

 2 Q. Is FairPoint seeking a change to that provision  within

 3 the order?

 4 A. (Skrivan) I don't know whether to characterize it as a

 5 "change", but more of a "subsequent event".  Subs equent

 6 to this order, of course, FairPoint entered into

 7 bankruptcy.  And, as of the date that we filed ou r

 8 petition, that established a certain date under w hich

 9 liabilities and claims prior to that are consider ed,

10 again, I'm not an attorney, but are considered

11 "pre-petition claims" and subject to the authorit y of

12 the Bankruptcy Court.  So, our position is that a ll

13 claims are subject to the Bankruptcy Court, inclu ding

14 claims that might fall into this category for

15 pre-petition activities.

16 Q. So, if I could just clarify, it's FairPoint's p osition

17 that this provision no longer applies to CLECs?

18 MR. McHUGH:  I object.  That's not what

19 they said.  Don't answer the question.  I would l ike it

20 reasked, Mr. Chairman, or their prior testimony s tands.

21 MS. FOLEY:  Mr. Chairman, it was a

22 request for a clarification.  

23 MR. McHUGH:  It wasn't a clarification.

24 You completed misstated their testimony, Attorney  Foley.
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 1 I don't agree with that at all.

 2 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, let's start fresh

 3 then, because I thought we were in the general

 4 neighborhood of a clarification.  Could you rephr ase your

 5 question.

 6 BY MS. FOLEY: 

 7 Q. If I understand you correctly, Mr. Skrivan, and , if I

 8 did not, please clarify, is it FairPoint's positi on

 9 that CLECs are no longer able to bring claims und er

10 this provision to the Commission?

11 A. (Skrivan) With respect to pre-petition activiti es, it's

12 our position that those claims should be subject to the

13 bankruptcy laws.

14 Q. And, is it FairPoint's position that a claim un der this

15 provision would be a "pre-petition claim"?

16 A. (Skrivan) I guess that would depend on the

17 circumstances of the claim under this, under this

18 provision.

19 MS. FOLEY:  Thank you.  That's all I

20 have.

21 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Ms. Bragdon.

22 MS. BRAGDON:  Right up close.

23 BY MS. BRAGDON: 

24 Q. Mr. Skrivan, I have a couple of questions for y ou
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 1 related to some data responses.  And, if you don' t have

 2 copies, I can bring them to you.  I'm going to be

 3 asking about Exhibit CRC-8, 9, and 10.  Do you ha ve

 4 them or would you like me to bring you a copy?

 5 A. (Skrivan) I'd like you to bring those.

 6 (Documents handed to Witness Skrivan.)  

 7 BY MS. BRAGDON: 

 8 Q. If you could turn to Exhibit Number 8, which wa s your

 9 response to Joint CLECs Data Response Number 34.  Do

10 you have that?

11 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

12 Q. Okay.  And, in this data response, you state th at

13 "FairPoint currently does not have any plans to s eek

14 recovery of costs associated with systems

15 modifications" from wholesale customers.  Is that

16 correct?  That's part of your answer.  We're goin g to

17 get through the rest of it.  But is that part cor rect?

18 You see it in the second paragraph?

19 A. (Skrivan) I'm just reading the Question CLECS-3 4, which

20 asks more or less the question that you asked.  Y es.

21 Okay, I see my answer.

22 Q. Okay.  So, the first part of your answer is "Fa irPoint

23 doesn't have any plans to seek recovery of costs

24 associated with systems modifications."
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 1 A. (Skrivan) Uh-huh.

 2 Q. But you go on to state that "FairPoint cannot c ommit to

 3 what it [might] do in the future with [regard] to  cost

 4 recovery."  Correct?

 5 A. (Skrivan) Correct.

 6 Q. Have you been asked or has anyone asked you to develop

 7 or conduct any type of analysis regarding the

 8 identification of costs associated with the devel opment

 9 of systems?

10 A. (Skrivan) No, I have not.

11 Q. And, are you aware of that going on at all with in the

12 Company?

13 A. (Skrivan) The only thing I'd really be aware of  is

14 there will be general accounting transactions

15 associated with recording the costs, whether they 're

16 capitalized or expensed.

17 Q. Do you have any understanding or knowledge of h ow

18 FairPoint or if FairPoint is keeping track of cos ts

19 associated with the initial development of the sy stems

20 versus the costs associated with fixing or modify ing

21 them?

22 A. (Skrivan) I don't have any direct knowledge of that,

23 no.

24 Q. Do you know if anybody in the Company is lookin g into
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 1 that issue?

 2 A. (Skrivan) Again, I would only expect, from what  I know,

 3 that, as a standard accounting practice, we would  be

 4 looking at these costs to determine how they ough t to

 5 be booked.  And, in terms of whether or not someo ne is

 6 classifying those as part of the original configu ration

 7 or subsequent configuration, I don't know the ans wer to

 8 that.

 9 Q. And, who would be the right person at FairPoint  to know

10 that?

11 A. (Skrivan) I would say someone in the Finance

12 organization, under Lisa Hood's direction.

13 Q. Okay.  So, in terms of -- so, I just want to un derstand

14 where the line is drawn, in terms of this specifi c data

15 response, where you say "FairPoint does not have plans

16 to seek recovery of costs associated with [the] s ystems

17 modifications."  What does that mean?  Does that mean

18 at this very minute you don't have that intention , but

19 five minutes from now you could?  Where is the li ne?

20 A. (Skrivan) Well, we don't -- we aren't currently  talking

21 about doing anything like that.  And, I mean, and  not

22 in the next five minutes either probably, since I 'll

23 probably be up here for that period of time.  Som etime

24 in the future, when we have time to catch our bre ath,
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 1 we might talk about this.  And, we might even dec ide at

 2 some point it makes sense to go to the Commission  to

 3 talk about cost recovery.  Based on my knowledge of

 4 interconnection, that would be a discussion that would

 5 include presentations by all parties, positions, and,

 6 in all likelihood, in the context of an interconn ection

 7 agreement cost study, it would be forward-looking  costs

 8 anyway.  

 9 Q. So, it would likely come up in the context of a  TELRIC

10 proceeding?

11 A. (Skrivan) I would expect that the cost of syste ms would

12 come up in that context.  And, whether or not it would

13 include the specific costs that we spent original ly and

14 as enhancements, you know, we would just, you kno w,

15 have to look at the facts and situation to know h ow

16 that would go.

17 Q. So, the part of the answer where you say "FairP oint

18 doesn't have any plans to seek recovery" of those

19 costs, is it really more fair to say "you haven't

20 considered the question and reached a decision"?

21 A. (Skrivan) I would say so.  I would also say, I would

22 certainly expect FairPoint to consider the cost o f its

23 systems to be included in any type of rate procee ding

24 that it would go into.  Whether those would be on  a
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 1 forward-looking basis or historical basis would b e

 2 based on the type of proceeding.  Those are costs  that

 3 we expend to run our business, and they're part o f the

 4 rate base.

 5 Q. And, you would include in those costs costs ass ociated

 6 with modifying or fixing systems that were not pr operly

 7 designed?

 8 A. (Skrivan) I think that would be an area that we  would

 9 have to explore, and we would have to understandi ng the

10 accounting.  For example, if it turns out that th at,

11 and I'm not an expert on the accounting for softw are

12 costs, you know, there are extremely specific

13 guidelines for how you do GAAP accounting for fin ancial

14 costs -- or, for software development costs.  If it

15 turns out that those costs were expensed, then th ere

16 wouldn't be a capital asset even to talk about.  If it

17 turns out that they're capitalized, then, you kno w, we

18 would review the situation and make our recommend ation

19 accordingly.  We would expect the other parties t o make

20 their recommendations.  And, we would expect that  to be

21 the, you know, the subject of a rulemaking.

22 Q. So, you could be in a situation where you're as king

23 CLEC customers to pay for the very systems that a re not

24 serving them correctly at this time?
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 1 A. (Skrivan) I certainly wouldn't describe it that  way,

 2 no.

 3 Q. Okay.  Let's turn to Exhibit Number 9, which is  the

 4 response to CLECS-43.  And, the question posed th ere

 5 was "Post-reorganization, will FairPoint seek to be

 6 relieved of its obligation to offer resale servic es?"

 7 And, your response, and I'll paraphrase, and you can

 8 correct me if you would like, is that "FairPoint

 9 intends to comply with...the Joint Stipulation", which

10 you quote as saying "shall not now or in the futu re

11 seek any suspension or modification", et cetera, et

12 cetera.  You see that?

13 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

14 Q. But then there's this next sentence that says

15 "FairPoint can not, nor should it be expected to,

16 predict what it may or may not do in the future."   So

17 what exactly are you saying here?

18 A. (Skrivan) What I mean by that is that there's, under

19 the current law, the Telecom Act requires all

20 telecommunications -- all local exchange carriers  to

21 resell their telecommunications services.  And, f or

22 incumbent local exchange carriers, it requires us  to

23 resell telecommunications services at a discount,  at a

24 wholesale discount.
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 1 I don't see anything that would remove

 2 that obligation, except as is indicated here,

 3 potentially an exemption that is available to 2 p ercent

 4 carriers.  And, that exemption, pursuant to the o rder

 5 in the merger case, we agreed not to pursue.

 6 So, in the future, we don't know what

 7 the National Broadband Plan is going to do, we do n't

 8 know how the Act may be changed, we don't know ho w the

 9 FCC may change its orders.  In the context of a c hanged

10 environment in the future, something could change .

11 Q. Let me clarify that.  In a situation where you were

12 ordered by a government agency to take a differen t

13 position, I would expect you would comply with th at,

14 correct?

15 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

16 Q. But, are you also saying that, if the environme nt

17 changed, and you weren't compelled, but had the

18 opportunity to, you might, in fact, seek suspensi on?

19 A. (Skrivan) That could happen.

20 Q. Okay.  So, how does that comport with the state ment

21 that FairPoint has committed to "shall not now or  in

22 the future seek suspension or modification"?

23 A. (Skrivan) I guess the way I'd like to describe it is

24 we're not backing away from that.  We're just not
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 1 precluding other things that can happen in the

 2 industry.

 3 Q. So, you're going to go along with it for now, b ut, if

 4 circumstances change, you might want to do someth ing

 5 different?

 6 A. (Skrivan) Well, I wouldn't say "if circumstance s

 7 change", I would say "if the law changes", we wou ld

 8 want to consider our rights within the context of

 9 changes to the underlying law and rules.

10 Q. And, once again, if the law allowed you to do

11 something, but did not compel you, you're still s aying

12 you might take advantage of the "allow" part?

13 A. (Skrivan) Well, I think we ought to.

14 Q. Let's turn to Exhibit Number 10, which is a res ponse to

15 CLEC Number 49.  And, this data request relates t o

16 FairPoint's intention to file a TELRIC case.  And , your

17 response is -- your response at the time was "Fai rPoint

18 is not at this time prepared to file a TELRIC cas e."

19 Correct?

20 A. (Skrivan) Correct.

21 Q. Have you been asked or have you asked someone e lse in

22 your organization to develop a TELRIC study?

23 A. (Skrivan) No, not specifically.  We are working  on cost

24 modeling capabilities, which could be used for a
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 1 variety of purposes, and, in fact, could be used for a

 2 TELRIC study.  And, so, that is something that we 're

 3 working on.  We don't have any specific plans wit h

 4 respect to a TELRIC study, to perform one or to f ile

 5 one anywhere.

 6 Q. And, if you had to prepare one, how long would it take

 7 you to pull together one?

 8 A. (Skrivan) My estimate, and I haven't thought ab out this

 9 a lot, but, you know, my estimate is it would tak e us

10 six months to a year to pull one together.

11 MS. BRAGDON:  Okay.  That's all I have.

12 Thank you.

13 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Ms. Cole?

14 MS. COLE:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  I'm

15 not sure to whom to address these questions, so I 'll

16 address them generally to the panel and let you f ight it

17 out.

18 BY MS. COLE: 

19 Q. Are either of you familiar with the Broadband

20 Technologies Opportunities Program, commonly know n as

21 "BTOP"?

22 A. (Nixon) Yes.

23 Q. Are you familiar with an award made in the Stat e of

24 Maine under the BTOP Program known as "3-Ring Bin der"?
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 1 A. (Nixon) I am.

 2 Q. What impact on FairPoint do you anticipate that  the

 3 Maine BTOP Program called "3-Ring Binder" will ha ve on

 4 future FairPoint earnings?

 5 A. (Nixon) We have not performed an analysis of th at.

 6 Q. Okay.  Do you have an opinion about it, however ?

 7 A. (Nixon) They're a competing -- they would becom e a

 8 competing carrier.  So, it's one more competitor in the

 9 field of which there are many.

10 Q. Thank you.  Are you familiar with the UNH appli cation

11 for BTOP funding?

12 A. (Nixon) I am.

13 Q. And, if that were awarded, what impact would a BTOP

14 award to the UNH system for the creation of a New

15 Hampshire transport network have on future earnin gs for

16 FairPoint?

17 A. (Nixon) We have not performed the analysis.

18 Q. And, do you have an opinion on that?

19 A. (Nixon) Do I have an opinion on which?  On the impact?

20 Q. On the possible impact of the award for the UNH  system.

21 A. (Nixon) It would be a publicly funded, subsidiz ed

22 network competing with the private sector, and, a s

23 such, it would be competing with us for our custo mers.

24 MS. COLE:  Thank you very much.  Nothing
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 1 further.  

 2 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Ms. Geiger.  

 3 MS. GEIGER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

 4 Having trouble viewing Mr. Skrivan, and I hope yo u can

 5 hear me.  Is this mike on?  Thank you.  

 6 BY MS. GEIGER: 

 7 Q. Mr. Skrivan, in Exhibit 3, which is attached to

 8 Mr. Giammarino's prefiled testimony, which you ad opted,

 9 there's a summary of the New Hampshire Regulatory

10 Settlement that mentions several commitments that

11 FairPoint has made in that Settlement.  Do you ha ve

12 that?

13 A. (Skrivan) Yes, I have that.

14 Q. That summary does not mention any commitments t o

15 FairPoint's wholesale customers, does it?

16 A. (Skrivan) I don't see a lot of reference in her e to

17 either "retail" or "wholesale".  What I see is th at the

18 summary is addressing "Service Quality Requiremen ts",

19 "Broadband Commitments", "Expenditure Commitments ", all

20 of which I think would equally benefit wholesale and

21 retail customers.  And, then, there are "Financia l",

22 "Management", and "Other" commitments, which are more

23 miscellaneous in nature.

24 Q. Could you explain how the "service quality" com mitments
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 1 would benefit wholesale customers?

 2 A. (Skrivan) Yes.  The first point there, for exam ple,

 3 says that "FairPoint will commit to meet the broa dband

 4 build out and capital investment requirements and

 5 continue operating under the service quality" -- "SQI

 6 service quality program."  And, to me, the capita l

 7 investments, which are substantial in nature, wou ld

 8 benefit all potential customers of FairPoint.

 9 Q. But is it fair to say that that summary doesn't  single

10 out wholesale customers, in terms of commitments that

11 FairPoint is making under the Regulatory Settleme nt?

12 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

13 Q. Now, Mr. Skrivan, you answered several data req uests

14 from Comcast concerning several specific wholesal e

15 obligations arising from Docket DT 07-011.  Do yo u

16 recall that?

17 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

18 Q. And, I put before you documents that have been

19 premarked for identification as "Comcast Exhibits  1",

20 "2", and "3".  Do you have those?

21 A. (Skrivan) Yes, I do.

22 Q. Now, just to make the record clear, the Exhibit  1 is

23 Comcast's data requests, with instructions that c ontain

24 some definitions.  And, the definitions I'm prima rily
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 1 concerned about is the definition of the "2008 Ap proval

 2 Order", which I think is defined as this Commissi on's

 3 order in DT 07-011.  Do you see that?

 4 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

 5 Q. And, then, the "2008 Settlement Agreement" is t he

 6 Settlement Agreement in DT 07-011.  You see that?

 7 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

 8 Q. And, then, the other definition in that section  is

 9 "CLEC Settlement Agreement", do you see that?

10 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

11 Q. And, that was the CLEC Settlement Agreement in DT

12 07-011, correct?

13 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

14 Q. And, then, just again so the record is clear, C omcast

15 Exhibit 2 was FairPoint's initial answers to Comc ast

16 data requests.  And, Comcast Exhibit 3 contains y our

17 supplemental answers to some of those initial ans wers,

18 correct?

19 A. (Skrivan) Yes, it appears so.

20 Q. Okay.  In Comcast Exhibit 2, if you turn to tha t

21 document, FairPoint was asked three questions

22 concerning several specific provisions of the

23 Settlement Agreement in DT 07-011 and the CLEC

24 Stipulation in that docket, all of which concern
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 1 FairPoint's wholesale obligations, is that correc t?  By

 2 "several questions", I mean I think the first 27

 3 questions in the package.  

 4 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

 5 Q. And, is it fair to say that there were three, t hree

 6 questions that were asked about the several speci fic

 7 wholesale obligations in the Joint Settlement, in  the

 8 2008 Settlement, and the CLEC Settlement.  And, t hose

 9 three questions, if I'm reading them correctly, i s

10 that, "Would the specific provisions that are men tioned

11 in those 27 questions remain in effect and unchan ged at

12 the conclusion of this particular docket, meaning  DT

13 10-025?"  The second question is, "Would they rem ain in

14 effect and unchanged upon the Federal Bankruptcy

15 Court's approval of FairPoint's Plan of

16 Reorganization?"  And, the third question is "Whe ther

17 FairPoint is proposing any changes or modificatio ns to

18 the particular provision that's being asked about ?"

19 Correct?

20 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

21 Q. Okay.  And, I believe your initial response con tained

22 in Comcast Exhibit 2 to all three questions was t hat

23 "FairPoint is proposing no change to the particul ar

24 provisions mentioned in those questions in this
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 1 docket", meaning DT 10-025, correct?

 2 A. (Skrivan) Okay.  So, what questions was that on e?

 3 Q. I think 1 through 27, they're all -- they're ve ry

 4 similar questions, and they each relate to partic ular

 5 provisions in the Settlement Agreement and the CL EC

 6 Stipulation in DT 07-011.

 7 A. (Skrivan) Yes.  So, I agree that we answered th at we're

 8 "proposing no changes to those sections."

 9 Q. Okay.  And, then, in your supplemental answer t hat you

10 provided to the same questions, I believe you sai d

11 that, again, in response to the particular provis ion

12 that was being asked about, that "the particular

13 provision will remain in effect and unchanged upo n the

14 Federal Bankruptcy Court's approval of FairPoint' s

15 Reorganization Plan."  And, again, that's in Comc ast

16 Exhibit 3, correct?

17 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

18 Q. And, if you turn to Comcast Exhibit 3, there's a

19 question 1-30, and it's on Page 35 of the package  I

20 gave you, which asks "whether the FairPoint/Comca st

21 interconnection agreement will remain in effect a nd

22 unchanged after the Bankruptcy Court approval of the

23 Plan of Reorganization?"  Do you see that?

24 A. (Skrivan) No.  Where is that again?
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 1 Q. If you turn to Page 35 of Comcast Exhibit 3, I believe

 2 the question is 1-30?

 3 A. (Skrivan) Yes, I see it.

 4 Q. Okay.  And, what's your response to that questi on?

 5 A. (Skrivan) The reply says "As provided in the Pl an

 6 Supplement, FairPoint has not rejected the

 7 FairPoint/Comcast ICA", which stands for

 8 "Interconnection Agreement".  "It will continue t o

 9 observe the terms of this Agreement subject to

10 applicable bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy law, ong oing

11 utility regulation, and the terms of the Regulato ry

12 Settlement."

13 Q. Thank you.  Now, Mr. Skrivan, you heard Ms. Hoo d

14 testify yesterday, did you not?

15 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

16 Q. And, did you hear her answers to some questions  that I

17 posed about her answers to Oral Data Request Numb er 2,

18 which has been marked for identification as "Fair Point

19 Exhibit 25"?

20 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

21 Q. And, do you recall that she indicated that Fair Point

22 "may reject CLEC interconnection agreements up to  and

23 including the Effective Date of FairPoint's emerg ence

24 from bankruptcy"?
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 1 A. (Skrivan) Yes, I do.

 2 Q. And, how do you reconcile Ms. Hood's answer wit h the

 3 answer that you gave in response to Comcast Quest ion

 4 1-30?

 5 A. (Skrivan) Well, at the time that I wrote this a nswer,

 6 we had not rejected the agreement, nor had we ass umed

 7 it.  Since then, we have assumed the agreement.

 8 However, as I understand the bankruptcy law, ther e is a

 9 potential, even after you assume an agreement, th at it

10 can be rejected further down the road under, I su ppose,

11 certain sets of circumstances.  And, so, the -- w hat

12 Ms. Hood was saying was that FairPoint's not in a

13 position to guarantee that it won't reject any of  the

14 CLEC interconnection agreements.  We're in a posi tion

15 to say that's not our intention.  And, that -- bu t, at

16 the same time, we have to reserve our rights, bec ause

17 there are certain negotiations that will go on

18 regarding proofs of claim.  And, it's possible th at

19 there could arise a situation where we would, in fact,

20 reject a CLEC contract.  

21 Now, having said that, if I may be

22 permitted to go on just a little bit, under the

23 Telecommunications Act of 1996, we are -- we have

24 certain obligations to provide certain network el ements
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 1 and services to CLECs.  And, if, in fact, we were  to

 2 reject one of these agreements, it's our intentio n to

 3 continue providing those.  It's my belief we'd be

 4 obligated to do that, but it's our intention to

 5 continue providing those under the existing rates ,

 6 terms and conditions of the contract which was

 7 rejected, until a replacement contract could be p ut in

 8 place.  And, the way a replacement contract could  be

 9 put in place would be either by the CLEC exercisi ng its

10 option to opt into another agreement or by negoti ating

11 an agreement with us or by trying to negotiate an d end

12 up arbitrating an agreement, subject to the full

13 protections that the Act provides to both parties  in

14 those situations.

15 Q. Mr. Skrivan, could you describe some of the

16 circumstances that might lead FairPoint to reject  an

17 interconnection agreement at any time up to the

18 Effective Date of the Reorganization Plan?

19 A. (Skrivan) Well, I mean, I have to say that I co uld -- I

20 could only speculate.  But the type of thing I co uld

21 speculate on, if there were a litigation against a

22 CLEC, and, let's say, for example, there was a se rvice

23 that we used to be obligated to provide pursuant to

24 interconnection, which has been de-listed by the FCC,
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 1 but, because these contracts are so sold, that

 2 provision is still technically listed in the cont ract,

 3 but it's been superseded by the change of law

 4 provisions.  And, I'm just thinking of an example , I

 5 don't know that the Bankruptcy Court would do thi s.

 6 But, if then they said "well, our reading of this  says

 7 that you have to continue", let's say dark fiber loops,

 8 "you have to continue providing dark fiber loops at the

 9 rates in the interconnection agreement", we might  find

10 that as a cause to reject that particular contrac t and

11 have that carrier move into an interconnection

12 agreement which only includes the services that w e're

13 obligated to offer through the interconnection

14 arrangement.  And, again, that's just a speculati on as

15 to what in my mind could cause such a thing to ha ppen.

16 Q. Mr. Skrivan, might another circumstance that wo uld

17 cause FairPoint to reject an interconnection agre ement

18 be that FairPoint was unable to reach an agreemen t with

19 a CLEC in the Bankruptcy Court regarding the CLEC 's

20 proof of claim?

21 A. (Skrivan) My answer is "that's possible."  But,  even in

22 that situation, it seems to me more likely that t he

23 proof of claim would be litigated, and a settleme nt

24 reached through litigation, and there would be no
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 1 reason to actually cancel the underlying contract ,

 2 assuming that we would end up in more or less the  same

 3 contract after -- I said "cancel", "reject" I gue ss is

 4 the proper term.  I just don't know that I see in  that

 5 situation the benefit of rejecting an interconnec tion

 6 agreement, when, as soon as it is rejected, the C LEC

 7 could opt into another one or simply continue to

 8 operate, until we get another one put in place th rough

 9 negotiation or arbitration.

10 Q. Now, Mr. Skrivan, if an interconnection agreeme nt is

11 rejected, what, in fact, governs the relationship

12 between FairPoint and the CLEC who is the party o f the

13 rejected contract?

14 A. (Skrivan) Well, I think, at the core, that's a legal

15 question.  But, if that were to happen, the first  thing

16 I would look at would be the rejected interconnec tion

17 agreement, and see if it says "here's what you do  if

18 the contract is canceled without a replacement co ntract

19 being put in its place."  Sometimes those agreeme nts

20 state that "you will continue to operate under th ose

21 rates, terms and conditions until a new agreement  goes

22 into place."

23 Q. And, is that irrespective of what a particular

24 interconnection agreement might say, do I underst and
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 1 FairPoint's position to be that it will, in fact,

 2 continue to abide by the terms and conditions of a

 3 rejected interconnection agreement until a new

 4 agreement can be put into place?

 5 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

 6 Q. Okay.  Now, do I also understand correctly that  by that

 7 you mean that FairPoint will continue to pay the

 8 affected CLEC whose contract is rejected, accordi ng to

 9 the same terms and provisions of the rejected con tract?

10 A. (Skrivan) Yes, I would expect that.

11 Q. And, will FairPoint continue to exchange traffi c with a

12 CLEC whose interconnection agreement has been rej ected?

13 A. (Skrivan) Yes.

14 Q. And, if FairPoint does, in fact, reject its

15 interconnection agreement with Comcast or any oth er

16 CLEC, what assurances does this Commission have t hat

17 traffic will continue to be exchanged between Com cast

18 and FairPoint or between another CLEC and FairPoi nt,

19 such that end-use retail customers of both compan ies

20 are not harmed by the lack of an interconnection

21 agreement?

22 A. (Skrivan) I guess what I would go to for that w ould be

23 Section 251(a) of the Telecommunications Act, whi ch

24 requires all telecommunications carriers to direc tly or
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 1 indirectly interconnect with each other.

 2 Q. And, lastly, Mr. Skrivan, assuming FairPoint's

 3 Reorganization Plan is approved and FairPoint eme rges

 4 from bankruptcy, will FairPoint continue to abide  by

 5 all of the wholesale obligations that are express ed in

 6 the Commission's order, the Settlement Agreement,  and

 7 the CLEC Stipulation in DT 07-011?

 8 A. (Skrivan) The answer is, except to the extent t hat the

 9 Regulatory Settlement might impact those, the ans wer is

10 "yes".

11 MS. GEIGER:  I have no further

12 questions.

13 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Mr. Judd.

14 MR. JUDD:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

15 BY MR. JUDD: 

16 Q. Mr. Skrivan, that last line of questioning, jus t a

17 point of clarification.  Am I to understand that,  in

18 the event you were to reject an interconnection

19 agreement with a CLEC, that you would expect ther e to

20 be no impact on that CLEC's end-user?

21 A. (Skrivan) Not as a result of us rejecting the

22 interconnection agreement, correct.

23 Q. Mr. Nixon, we had conversations yesterday regar ding

24 Legacy FairPoint.  And, as that can got kicked do wn the
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 1 road, it got kicked to you.  So, a point of

 2 clarification, if we could.  Are all of the Legac y

 3 FairPoint companies operating with rural exemptio n?  

 4 A. (Nixon) They are.

 5 Q. Which, help me understand, that means that you have no

 6 -- your company has no CLEC customers in other

 7 jurisdictions, is that correct?

 8 A. (Nixon) I believe that's correct.  

 9 A. (Skrivan) I'd like to correct that.  

10 A. (Nixon) Well, there's a -- go ahead.

11 A. (Skrivan) The Rural Exemption impacts Section 2 51(c)

12 obligations.  And, it does not impact Section 251 (b)

13 obligations.  And, one of the Section 251(b)

14 obligations, for example, is an obligation for

15 reciprocal compensation.  So, to the extent that a CLEC

16 would come into the operating area of a Telecom G roup

17 and offer their own local services and seek to

18 interconnect with us, we can and do.  So, we do, in

19 fact, have interconnection agreements with CLECs in a

20 number of our Telecom Group operating areas, but

21 they're more limited to the resale side, and do n ot

22 include some of the Section 251(c) obligations, s uch as

23 collocation, unbundled network elements, and resa le at

24 a wholesale discount.
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 1 Q. Thank you for the clarification.  Mr. Nixon, th is

 2 morning your counsel distributed a "Notice of Fil ing of

 3 Second Supplement to Plan Supplement", which, if I

 4 understand it correctly, rejected a contract invo lving

 5 a network facility in Vermont.  Are you familiar with

 6 that rejection?

 7 A. (Nixon) I am not.

 8 Q. Well, we'd ask then that we get some clarificat ion as

 9 to whether the tower and the hut that was the con tract

10 from which was rejected, whether that provides an y

11 service to New Hampshire locations?  Unless you w ould

12 know that already?

13 A. (Nixon) I do not.

14 MR. McHUGH:  We'll take that as an oral

15 data request, Mr. Chairman.

16 MR. JUDD:  Thank you very much.

17 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  We'll reserve

18 that as "FP-28".

19 (Exhibit FP-28 reserved) 

20 BY MR. JUDD: 

21 Q. And, perhaps counsel would like to add to that,  we'd

22 also like to know whether you anticipate rejectin g any

23 additional contracts for facilities that provide

24 service to the New Hampshire territory?
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 1 A. (Nixon) I'm not aware of any, but I do not know  that

 2 with certainty.

 3 Q. Thank you.  Now, Mr. Nixon, you negotiated the

 4 Regulatory Settlement and signed it and executed on

 5 behalf of your company, is that correct?

 6 A. (Nixon) I did.

 7 Q. Great.  Well, we've got a few questions, and I need

 8 your help understanding a few pieces of that.  Le t's

 9 start with, would I be correct in assuming that y ou

10 read the testimony of Ms. Bailey on behalf of the

11 Advocate Staff?

12 A. (Nixon) I did.

13 Q. And, do you believe that she accurately describ ed the

14 terms and conditions of the Regulatory Settlement ?

15 A. (Nixon) I believe that's the case.

16 Q. Under the Regulatory Settlement, is it your

17 understanding that all of the terms of the 2008

18 Settlement approved by this Commission would rema in in

19 effect, but as explicitly modified by the Regulat ory

20 Settlement in this docket?

21 A. (Nixon) That's correct.

22 Q. Would I be correct in assuming you have read th e

23 reports submitted on behalf of the Non-Advocate S taff

24 in this docket?
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 1 A. (Nixon) Yes, I have.

 2 Q. Terrific.  Specifically, the Supplemental Repor t

 3 contained some conditions.  And, they were subjec t to

 4 some discussion yesterday.

 5 A. (Nixon) I've read them.  And, I have them in fr ont of

 6 me.

 7 Q. That would be great.  Let's look at the very fi rst one,

 8 which is on Page 15.  Now as I read Section 1.2 o f the

 9 Regulatory Settlement, if this Commission were to  make

10 approval of the Regulatory Settlement to be, your

11 words, "contemporaneous" with the Bankruptcy Cour t's

12 confirmation of the Plan of Reorganization, that would

13 be consistent with the Regulatory Settlement.  Am  I

14 understanding that correctly?

15 A. (Nixon) I believe we are seeking the approval a nd the

16 order of approval to take place prior to the end of

17 June, so that, at the final bankruptcy hearing in  early

18 July, that we can file those and have those resol ved at

19 that time.

20 Q. I appreciate understanding that's your preferen ce.

21 However, I'm reading Section 1.2 to, in the very first

22 sentence, to say that the "approvals granted by t he

23 Commission", being this Commission, "contemporane ously

24 with", and then there's a parenthetical "(or in a dvance
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 1 of) the Bankruptcy Court's Confirmation of the

 2 Reorganization Plan."  So, would I be correct tha t it

 3 was your intent, when negotiating the Regulatory

 4 Settlement, to contemplate a contemporaneous appr oval

 5 by this Commission, as well as one in advance?

 6 A. (Nixon) I think it's better to say what we were

 7 contemplating is that they would run on parallel

 8 tracks, and not in a serial fashion.

 9 Q. Excellent.  Thank you.  Thank you.  Returning a gain to

10 the proposed conditions, with the exception of th e

11 second condition, would you tell us whether you b elieve

12 any one of the others would constitute an additio nal

13 substantive new condition that, under your Sectio n 1.2

14 and 1.5 of the Regulatory Settlement, would permi t

15 FairPoint to withdraw from that Regulatory Settle ment?

16 A. (Nixon) It's hard for me to sit and speculate w hether

17 it's a "substantive new condition".  I think a be tter

18 way to say that would be that the parties anticip ated

19 and designed the Regulatory Settlement in such a way

20 that it did not require or anticipate or need new  or

21 additional conditions.  Indeed, as you look at th e

22 conditions proposed by the Non-Staff Advocate, I think

23 there's two general frameworks we can take a look  at

24 them in.  
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 1 One framework is that the Plan has been

 2 confirmed, absent the Regulatory Settlements, and  the

 3 vote has taken place.  And, so that there is no

 4 contemplation of any changes to the Regulatory

 5 Settlements.  Indeed, if there are changes to the

 6 Regulatory Settlements, it would risk putting thi s

 7 process back to square one, and perhaps even

 8 litigation.  So, there's no contemplation that th ere

 9 would be a change.  And, I think that is what is --

10 that addresses in and of itself several of the

11 conditions.

12 The other is that the -- and, again, I'm

13 not a lawyer, but, as I understand, the ability o f the

14 Commission always has the ability to go and revie w an

15 order once made.  So, if, indeed, that there was some

16 action taken place or some event that took place that

17 you wish to review subsequent to an order, you ha ve the

18 right to call the Company in for that review.  He nce,

19 our belief that there are no new conditions requi red or

20 any necessitated at this time. 

21 Q. Well, stated differently then, would I be corre ct that

22 it was your intent, when you negotiated the Regul atory

23 Settlement, that an order from this Commission wo uld

24 essentially be one sentence:  "We approve the
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 1 Regulatory Settlement"?

 2 A. (Nixon) I think we anticipated that it would be  an

 3 approval of the change of control, the Regulatory

 4 Settlement, and the member pledge of Vermont Tele phone

 5 Company.

 6 Q. So, I understand, what I just understood you to  say is,

 7 if the Commission put any qualifiers in their app roval,

 8 that the Company might consider that a substantiv e

 9 change, and you would have to review that after y ou

10 read the order, is that correct?

11 A. (Nixon) Yes, that's exactly correct.

12 Q. Okay.  There's been some discussion yesterday

13 concerning Section 15 of the Plan of Reorganizati on and

14 how it interrelates with the Regulatory Settlemen t.

15 Let's talk about what happens after the Effective  Date.

16 Was it your intent, when you negotiated the Regul atory

17 Settlement, that, once the Plan of Reorganization  is

18 confirmed and you have reached the Effective Date , that

19 there would be no further change to the Regulator y

20 Settlement?

21 A. (Nixon) I'm sorry, repeat the question.

22 Q. Let me rephrase it, because perhaps it was a bi t long

23 and perhaps confusing.  After you reach the Effec tive

24 Date, was it your intent that you would be -- tha t you
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 1 are reserving the right to return to the Bankrupt cy

 2 Court to modify the Regulatory Settlement?

 3 A. (Nixon) No, we're not reserving -- we're not in tending

 4 or reserving the right to return to the Bankruptc y

 5 Court.  And, I think, if I could, again, not bein g an

 6 attorney, as you look at the Plan, is -- the refe rence

 7 here was to "Section 15", which I believe to be

 8 considered some "general boilerplate", if there i s such

 9 a thing of "bankruptcy boilerplate".  If you read  that

10 in its entirety, along with Section 14.4 of the P lan,

11 it speaks of the fact that, after the Effective D ate,

12 that it's anticipated that the Commission would

13 preserve their right and preserve the rights that  they

14 have to continue to review and to act in the auth ority

15 of the Regulatory Settlement.

16 Q. So, is it your understanding that Section 15 of  the

17 Plan of Reorganization refers to continuing

18 jurisdiction of the Bankruptcy Court concerning t he

19 Regulatory Settlement between now and the Effecti ve

20 Date?

21 A. (Nixon) "Between now and the Effective Date" is

22 correct.

23 Q. Does, to the best of your knowledge, does the C ompany

24 have any intention of, between now and the Effect ive
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 1 Date, of asking the Bankruptcy Court to reject an y

 2 provision of the Regulatory Settlement?

 3 A. (Nixon) No, we do not.

 4 Q. Section 2.7 of the Regulatory Settlement, and I  don't

 5 believe you need to get to it, but please feel fr ee to,

 6 if you wish, says that you can use the broadband

 7 penalties for investment in the network "subject to the

 8 approval of the Commission."  You're familiar wit h that

 9 provision?

10 A. (Nixon) I am.

11 Q. Help me understand one piece there.  Was it you r intent

12 that you would get pre-approval from this Commiss ion?

13 A. (Nixon) That's always been our intent.

14 Q. Section 4.8 has been the subject of some discus sion,

15 and I appreciate your help in understanding that.   In

16 particular, reconciling that with Section 2.7.  A nd,

17 here is the specific point.  Was that intended to  mean

18 that the restriction was in place until the penal ty was

19 paid?

20 A. (Nixon) No.  I'd say the intent is that it has to be, I

21 think it's the key, is a "breach of material

22 condition", number one.  And, then, number two, t hat

23 the restriction is not in effect, unless there's been a

24 breach of material condition.  So, if you go to - - so,
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 1 an example that's called for in this particular

 2 provision, if there are service quality penalties  that

 3 accrue during the year, that, as long as the Comp any

 4 pays those penalties on a timely basis in the nor mal

 5 course, the Company is not in default of that

 6 provision.

 7 Q. This Regulatory Settlement also permits you to defer

 8 penalties by investing that in your system, is th at

 9 correct?

10 A. (Nixon) I'm not sure I'd say they "defer the

11 penalties".  We have to pay the penalty, and then  we

12 have three years in which to construct pre-approv ed

13 projects.

14 Q. Thank you.  I appreciate the clarification.  So , is it

15 your understanding that, under this Settlement, i f you

16 are in breach and would otherwise owe a penalty, and

17 you make a commitment to invest that in your syst em,

18 and you complete that within that three-year peri od,

19 that you're not in breach, is that correct?

20 A. (Nixon) Well, you put -- you qualified it with we're

21 "in breach" in the early part of your question.

22 Q. Okay.  You've incurred -- let me restate it the n.  If

23 you have incurred the obligation to pay a penalty ?

24 A. (Nixon) Right.
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 1 Q. Thank you.  You can make a commitment to invest  that in

 2 your system, correct?

 3 A. (Nixon) That's correct.

 4 Q. And not have to pay the penalty, is that correc t?

 5 A. (Nixon) Yes, I think it's a matter of semantics .

 6 Again, the provision calls that we would pay the

 7 penalty, but the Company would retain the money f or

 8 investment in our network with pre-approved proje cts.

 9 And, so, I believe that the position of the Compa ny is

10 that, as long as we paid that penalty, in other w ords,

11 reserved that penalty internally within the Compa ny, we

12 were in good faith seeking pre-approval of the

13 projects, and building those projects with an

14 expectation of completion within the three years,  that

15 none of those events would trigger a breach.

16 Q. So, as long as that investment is completed wit hin

17 three years, you're saying that you would be, if you

18 make the commitment and you complete it within th ree

19 years, you would be in compliance, is that correc t?

20 A. (Nixon) That's correct.

21 Q. And, during that three-year period, while you'r e still

22 awaiting completion of the project, is it the Com pany's

23 position that during that three-year period you'r e in

24 compliance?
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 1 A. (Nixon) That's correct.

 2 Q. Therefore, during that period, you would -- is it your

 3 understanding that the Company would be able to i ssue

 4 dividends?

 5 A. (Nixon) That's correct.

 6 Q. Is it the intent of the Company to take the dol lars

 7 that are designated, that otherwise would be paid  as

 8 penalty, and somehow isolate those or put them in to

 9 escrow or some other means to confirm that, in fa ct,

10 during the intervening three-year period they wil l be

11 spent on the infrastructure?

12 A. (Nixon) There is no provision here that calls f or the

13 Company to establish an escrow fund and to mainta in

14 that to incur the cost necessary to do that.  But ,

15 certainly, the Company could say restrict a fund up and

16 hold the money aside.  It doesn't call for that.  I

17 think the real test is, "is the Company continuin g to

18 making good faith, are we building out those pena lties,

19 should they occur?"  And, I think we heard from t he

20 witnesses yesterday about the rigor and disciplin e of

21 the plans that they're currently undertaking, but

22 should they occur.  We certainly would be willing  to

23 meet with and provide the assurances, too, that t here's

24 sufficient money there to build out those project s.
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 1 Q. Thank you.

 2 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  If I can interrupt?  

 3 MR. JUDD:  Of course.

 4 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  I just want to make sure

 5 I understand the point that I think you're trying  to make,

 6 Mr. Judd.  And, it's "what's the status for the C ompany

 7 with respect to whether a breach applies or not?"   And,

 8 then, I take it that you're saying, Mr. Nixon, is  once,

 9 when the Company commits to make an investment in  lieu of

10 paying a penalty, then it's not in breach?

11 WITNESS NIXON:  That's correct.

12 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, anything that would

13 flow from being in breach wouldn't apply, such as  being

14 restricted in making dividends or something else?

15 WITNESS NIXON:  I'm sorry.  Again, for

16 clarity purposes, we would not view the Company a s being

17 in breach in that example.  And, therefore, we wo uld be

18 able to pay dividends in that example.

19 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you.

20 MR. JUDD:  Thank you for your

21 assistance.

22 BY MR. JUDD: 

23 Q. Mr. Nixon, in the event your company decides to  use --

24 to resell broadband services to meet its commitme nt for
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 1 expansion of broadband, is it your understanding that

 2 your company would seek pre-approval from this

 3 Commission before embarking on that?

 4 A. (Nixon) Let me read the terms.  I'm not sure th at it's

 5 -- let's refresh my -- here it is, Section 2.6.  I

 6 don't believe that we're required to have pre-app roval.

 7 The condition states that, as long as whatever

 8 technology we use meets the requirements of the 2 008

 9 order, that that is sufficient.

10 Q. And, I was asking for your understanding of the  intent

11 of the Company.  And, so, perhaps I could restate  it.

12 Then, should I understand it's the intent of Fair Point

13 that you would notify the Commission after-the-fa ct, as

14 some sort of a compliance filing, to certify that  you

15 have met your broadband commitment?

16 A. (Nixon) We would certainly provide the filing

17 after-the-fact that we met the broadband commitme nt.

18 Q. And, there's a commitment in Section 4.6 regard ing

19 "incentive and bonus plans".  Have you establishe d what

20 the protocol would be for advising the Commission  of

21 the status of meeting both your obligations, as w ell as

22 the expenditures under the incentive and Bonus Pl an?

23 A. (Nixon) I believe, in the Plan that has been fi led, the

24 Plan Supplement, already articulates and specifie s that
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 1 the provisions of the Success Bonus do conform an d

 2 conform to this provision that does two things.  It

 3 sets up that the Success Bonus is driven by servi ce

 4 quality metrics, of which there are three that Ms . Hood

 5 testified to, as well as a profitability componen t,

 6 EBITDAR.  And, so, that's been done.  It's in the  Plan,

 7 and that's already been established.

 8 Q. Is it your intent, under Section 4.6, that you would

 9 make a filing with the Commission that establishe s

10 compliance with the terms of 4.6, that to confirm  that

11 that is -- that that formula that you just mentio ned

12 was, in fact, used?

13 A. (Nixon) We certainly can, but I don't believe i t was

14 contemplated here, nor is a condition necessary.  We

15 have and meet with the Staff on a regular basis.  That

16 was not, I don't believe, contemplated or specifi cally

17 required as part of this provision, nor is it nec essary

18 as a condition.  And, certainly, we're not oppose d to

19 being transparent and sharing with the Staff to c onfirm

20 that we have -- that the service quality indices that

21 we said that we would meet, we have indeed met.  Those

22 are published.  Actually, those service quality i ndices

23 are published on a biweekly basis.

24 MR. JUDD:  Thank you.  I have nothing
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 1 further.

 2 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Commissioner Below.

 3 CMSR. BELOW:  Yes.  Thank you.  I have a

 4 few questions.

 5 BY CMSR. BELOW: 

 6 Q. Under action Section 2.4 of the New Hampshire

 7 Regulatory Settlement, there's a provision that s ays

 8 "FairPoint's pricing obligations relating to

 9 stand-alone DSL services will terminate on April 1,

10 2011, but [that] FairPoint will continue to provi de

11 stand-alone DSL service."  And, as I recall, that  was

12 -- there was some annual limit to an increase in the

13 pricing for that of, say, 15 percent per year.  C ould

14 you refresh my memory.  Is this primarily a retai l

15 service offering that's referenced here?

16 A. (Nixon) I know it's retail.  I have to look at Mr.

17 Skrivan to see if it's also wholesale.  But it is  a

18 retail offering.  

19 A. (Skrivan) It's primarily a retail commitment he re.

20 Q. And, do you know what that is priced at today

21 approximately?

22 A. (Skrivan) I don't know.

23 Q. Don't know.  But this modifies the original Set tlement

24 by terminating that annual price increase, is tha t
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 1 correct?

 2 A. (Nixon) I think it's does two things.

 3 Q. Okay.

 4 A. (Nixon) So, in the first -- in the original Mer ger

 5 Order, I believe that it was a two-year limit, an d then

 6 the 15 percent adder would begin at the end of tw o

 7 years.  This says that that original price has to  stay

 8 until I believe it says "April 1st, 2011", so now  it's

 9 three years.  Then, after that, there are no -- t hen,

10 after that, there is pricing flexibility.

11 Q. Okay.  There are provisions that failures to me et

12 broadband commitments, the penalties, in excess o f the

13 first half million, would be invested within thre e

14 years of the penalty as additional expenditures o n

15 improving FairPoint's network, subject to the PUC

16 approval.  Can you tell me if such additional

17 expenditures under this Regulatory Settlement, if  it's

18 approved, would come into play with regard to you r

19 Section 7.12 of your Credit Agreement that restri cts --

20 makes some restrictions on your flexibility with regard

21 to capital expenditures.  Restricting you from ma king

22 or becoming legally obligated to make capital

23 expenditures in excess of certain amounts and, yo u

24 know, with certain exceptions for a period of fiv e
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 1 years.  Would that investment in lieu of penalty fall

 2 within that limitation?

 3 A. (Nixon) There is no provision within the Credit

 4 Agreement that I'm aware of that would give speci al

 5 deference to this.  So, it would have to fall wit hin

 6 the provisions of that Credit Agreement.

 7 Q. Okay.  I think, in the Regulatory Settlement, y ou also

 8 reconfirmed certain commitments to make capital

 9 expenditures through 2013.  And, in the summary o f that

10 -- of the summary in Exhibit AG-3, it refers to t hose

11 expenditures being "157.6 million through

12 December 31st, 2009, subject to [some] verificati on."

13 Do you know what the status is, say, as of the en d of

14 April on those capital expenditures?

15 A. (Nixon) I do not.

16 A. (Skrivan) I don't know that.

17 Q. Okay.

18 A. (Nixon) As a point, there's one in particular t hat I do

19 recall, though, in terms of the broadband build-o ut.

20 That as of, I think, the end of April, it was, in  New

21 Hampshire, over $40 million.

22 Q. Okay.  With regard to the provision that says y ou would

23 be barred from paying dividends if you're in mate rial

24 breach of the New Hampshire Regulatory Settlement ,
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 1 that's within the first two years following the

 2 Effective Date.  Does that mean exactly two years , say,

 3 if the Effective Date was September 15th of this year,

 4 would that limitation run through September 15th of

 5 2012?

 6 A. (Nixon) That's correct.

 7 CMSR. BELOW:  Okay.  That's all.

 8 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Commissioner Ignatius.

 9 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

10 BY CMSR. IGNATIUS: 

11 Q. Following on Commissioner Below's questions jus t a

12 moment ago and the conversations with Mr. Judd ab out

13 that Section 4.8, I understand your position on h aving

14 paid a penalty, it would not be considered a mate rial

15 breach.  But there was another aspect of that

16 discussion that took us in a different direction than I

17 had expected, and I may be wrong, so I'm really a sking

18 for clarification and correct my thinking, if I g ot off

19 track there.  Under the provision where you are a llowed

20 to retain any penalty over $500,000 and invest it ,

21 you're, in effect, it sounds like holding what wo uld

22 have been paid in a penalty into the future, but using

23 that money currently is a possibility, is that ri ght? 

24 Invest today what you would have to pay as a pena lty
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 1 next year?

 2 A. (Nixon) So, let me say it differently, if I mig ht,

 3 maybe we're saying the same thing, but just again  for

 4 clarification.  So, if there is, in the event tha t

 5 there is a penalty that will be applied for missi ng, in

 6 this case, a broadband milestone, that money woul d then

 7 be retained by the Company to be spent over three  years

 8 in pre-approved network projects.  So, that money  is

 9 being set -- that money has to spent over three y ears.

10 Q. How do we assure that the money is invested in those,

11 as you say, it's for certain things that are

12 pre-approved by the Commission, how do we align t he

13 timing of those investments and approval prior to  the

14 investments with the -- making those funds availa ble?

15 Can you -- it almost sounded to me like you were

16 anticipating a penalty, knew that those funds wou ld

17 then be available, because they would be withheld  by

18 you and not have to be paid over as a penalty.  A nd,

19 then, you would, if -- setting aside you're no lo nger

20 in material breach, you then can use for dividend s.

21 That's the bottom line of my question.  How do we

22 assure that those penalty monies that are being

23 retained by you don't end up in the form of divid ends?

24 A. (Nixon) So, within the -- I guess the way I wou ld look
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 1 at that is that we provide you the quarterly fina ncial

 2 statements, you see and understand our cash posit ion.

 3 And, you have the information necessary to monito r the

 4 Company's financial performance in the state.  An d,

 5 should you at any time question whether there's

 6 sufficiency there, you certainly have the ability  to

 7 ask us to come in to demonstrate that sufficiency .

 8 There is no provision that says that money needs to be

 9 set aside in a particular fund in reserve.  And, it is

10 the opportunity to spend the money over three yea rs on

11 projects, partly because of the time it takes to design

12 -- engineer, design, and then construct and get

13 approval for those projects, is something that it  takes

14 time to do that.  Hence, why that there was a per iod of

15 time established for three years to complete thos e

16 project builds.  

17 So, I'd say it's predicated on the

18 information that we already provide on a regular basis.

19 And, your ability that, if there's any question w ith

20 that regard, to have us come in and demonstrate t hat.

21 Q. All right.  If you look at Section 4.4 of the

22 Agreement, the Regulatory Settlement for New Hamp shire,

23 I just want some explanation on what was -- what

24 mechanisms are in place.  This is a requirement, not
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 1 only about the Board of Directors, but also that

 2 "FairPoint maintain a state president who [will]

 3 provide a senior regulatory presence in New Hamps hire

 4 able to reasonably respond to various future Fair Point

 5 based Commission dockets or regulatory issues."  What

 6 is the authority vested in the state president?

 7 A. (Nixon) The state president has matters as they  relate

 8 to the conduct of the regulatory affairs, legisla tive

 9 affairs, economic development, and maybe a liaiso n of

10 the business community and the other communities back

11 to the Company.

12 Q. That sounds like duties of the vice president - - excuse

13 me, of the state president.  But what is the ulti mate

14 authority to take action if there -- if problems arise

15 that are specific to New Hampshire, and not

16 company-wide?

17 A. (Nixon) So, one of -- great question.  One of t he

18 reasons we have a state president is because they  then

19 have the authority to reach within the operating

20 business units of the Company, to direct those to

21 respond, if necessary, to respond to state needs.   And,

22 what we have discovered is that having somebody w ith

23 that authority and that responsibility and that

24 accountability at a senior level within the compa ny
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 1 provides us one more level of assurance to the

 2 legislator, to the regulators, and to the busines s

 3 community, that there needs have a very high prio rity,

 4 and is somebody they call on that has the ability  to

 5 reach within the company to get that done.

 6 Q. Thank you.  Mr. Skrivan, part of your duties as  a

 7 Regulatory Department I assume is to follow the s tatus

 8 of complaints and issues that each of the Commiss ions

 9 are dealing with?

10 A. (Skrivan) That's really more primarily the focu s of our

11 External Affairs Groups.  And, my group is more o f a

12 support for them for various types of things.

13 Specifically, my duties -- the duties of my group

14 include filing tariffs.  So, any tariffs that are

15 developed and filed in the state are -- at some p oint

16 come through my group.  And, so, that's for state  and

17 federal tariffs.  My group is responsible for

18 administering our compliance obligations.  So, we

19 track, and we're not responsible for complying, b ecause

20 that's the whole company's job, but we're respons ible

21 for, you know, just verifying that reports get ma de and

22 people know what they're supposed to do.  And, my  group

23 takes care of negotiating interconnection agreeme nts.

24 And, that's pretty much it.  So, we get involved in
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 1 state issues, but we're not the front line for do cket

 2 management, let's say, within the State of New

 3 Hampshire.

 4 Q. Who is the right person to go to if there is a concern

 5 that customer complaints are not being resolved

 6 adequately?

 7 A. (Nixon) That would be to a state president.  

 8 Q. And, is there any -- anyone's responsibility be tween

 9 the -- well, all right.  And, Mr. Skrivan, in

10 Mr. Giammarino's testimony, which you've sponsore d, in

11 that last section, on Page 52, I want to ask you about

12 one sentence.  This came up yesterday, so, if you  were

13 here, you heard this and it was saved for you.  O n Line

14 9, it says that "FairPoint will continue to opera te

15 under a service quality program that will subject  us to

16 sizable financial penalties in the future for fai ling

17 to achieve important service quality metrics."  A nd,

18 that sentence was in the context of reasons why w e

19 should have comfort to know that things will go w ell,

20 because there are costs associated for the Compan y if

21 they don't go well.  Is that fair?

22 A. (Skrivan) Yes.  

23 Q. And, my question then is, those are the same pe nalties

24 that we've had in place for the last few years, i sn't
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 1 that correct?

 2 A. (Skrivan) The penalties really have been put in  place

 3 as a result of the Merger Order.  And, so, really , 2009

 4 was the first year that we operated under those

 5 penalties.

 6 Q. Did the penalties during that first year serve to

 7 ensure that service quality was high?

 8 A. (Skrivan) Clearly, they did not ensure that.  B ut,

 9 also, there was -- there was a definite financial

10 motivation on the Company's part to try to avoid

11 penalties through its systems.  And, you know, we

12 weren't able to do that.

13 Q. So, how will those same penalties provide a gre ater

14 incentive than they did during 2009?

15 A. (Skrivan) I don't know that I would represent t hat they

16 "provide a greater incentive".  I mean, we just d idn't

17 do it in 2009.  And, from the testimony that you' ve

18 heard from the last couple days, we've, at least from

19 my observation, we've been able to turn the corne r to a

20 great deal on the service quality.  And, in order  -- it

21 seems to me that the program, the way it's been

22 designed, will motivate us, if we don't have enou gh

23 internal motivation, which I would say we have in ternal

24 motivation, plus the market has given us consider able
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 1 motivation.  But, on top of that, this motivation  will

 2 just continue to keep us looking at those service

 3 quality metrics.

 4 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  All right.  Thank you.

 5 I appreciate your time.

 6 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. McHugh, any

 7 redirect?

 8 MR. McHUGH:  I do, Mr. Chairman.  I'm

 9 wondering if it's possible to take a quick break before we

10 get there.

11 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  One second.

12 (Chairman and Commissioners conferring.) 

13 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Actually, off the record

14 for a second.

15 (Brief off-the-record discussion 

16 ensued.) 

17 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Back on the

18 record, Steve.  All right.  Let's take a brief re cess, and

19 then we will return with redirect for this panel,  and then

20 we'll move onto the CLEC witnesses.

21 (Whereupon a recess was taken at 2:59 

22 p.m. and the hearing resumed at 3:19 

23 p.m.) 

24 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  We're back on the
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 1 record.  And, turning to Mr. McHugh for opportuni ty for

 2 redirect.

 3 MR. McHUGH:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

 4 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

 5 BY MR. McHUGH: 

 6 Q. Mr. Nixon, you recall the questions you were as ked by

 7 Attorney Judd with respect to Section 1.2 of the New

 8 Hampshire Regulatory Settlement?

 9 A. (Nixon) Yes, I do.

10 Q. If you take a look at Section 1.4 for me.  Does  that

11 contain a 120 day term with respect to the Commis sion

12 issuing a final order?

13 A. (Nixon) It does.

14 Q. And, does that provision tie to the request tha t we've

15 made with the Commission that it respectfully iss ue a

16 decision on or before June 24?

17 A. (Nixon) It does.

18 MR. McHUGH:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

19 That's it.

20 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you.  Then,

21 the witnesses are excused.  Thank you.  Okay.  Th en, turn

22 to the CLEC witnesses.  Are the parties prepared to

23 proceed en masse?

24 MS. BRAGDON:  Yes.
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 1 MR. SHOER:  Yes.

 2 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you.

 3 MR. SHOER:  We have a foursome.

 4 (Whereupon Wendy Wilusz, Kath 

 5 Mullholand, Nicholas Winchester, and 

 6 Edward Tisdale were duly sworn and 

 7 cautioned by the Court Reporter.) 

 8 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Ms. Bragdon.

 9 WENDY WILUSZ, SWORN 

10 KATH MULLHOLAND, SWORN 

11 NICHOLAS WINCHESTER, SWORN 

12 EDWARD TISDALE, SWORN 

13  DIRECT EXAMINATION 

14 BY MS. BRAGDON: 

15 Q. Good afternoon.  Mr. Winchester, do you have in  front

16 of you today your prefiled testimony dated April 19th,

17 2010 in this matter, which has been premarked "CR C

18 Exhibit Number 1"?

19 A. (Winchester) Yes, I do.

20 Q. And, if you were asked those same questions tod ay,

21 would you give the same answers?

22 A. (Winchester) Yes, I would.

23 Q. Do you have any corrections or edits to make?

24 A. (Winchester) No, I do not.
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 1 Q. Okay.  Mr. Tisdale, do you have before you the prefiled

 2 testimony you filed in this proceeding marked as "CRC

 3 Exhibit Number 2", dated April 19th, 2010?

 4 A. (Tisdale) Yes.

 5 Q. And, if you were asked those same questions tod ay,

 6 would you give the same answers?

 7 A. (Tisdale) Yes.

 8 Q. And, do you have any edits or corrections to ma ke?

 9 A. (Tisdale) No.

10 MS. BRAGDON:  Thank you.

11 MR. SHOER:  Thank you.

12 BY MR. SHOER: 

13 Q. Ms. Wilusz, do you have a copy of your testimon y in

14 front of you?

15 A. (Wilusz) I do.

16 Q. Okay.  And, this has been marked as "Exhibit Ba yRing

17 Number 1".  It's the testimony that's dated April  19th,

18 2010.  If I were to ask the same questions in thi s

19 document, would your answers be all the same?

20 A. (Wilusz) They would.

21 Q. And, do you have any corrections, changes or ed its at

22 this time that you wish to make to the formal rec ord of

23 this testimony?

24 A. (Wilusz) No, I do not.
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 1 MR. SHOER:  Thank you.

 2 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Ms. Cole.

 3 MS. COLE:  Mr. Chairman, before I

 4 qualify my witness, segTEL has an additional exhi bit,

 5 marked as "segTEL 2", to Ms. Mullholand's testimo ny that

 6 has been distributed to all the parties this morn ing,

 7 which we would like entered into the record.

 8 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Well, we'll mark

 9 it for identification, and then we'll address, at  the end

10 of the proceedings, what's going to be admitted i nto

11 evidence.

12 MR. McHUGH:  Mr. Chairman, just one

13 procedural matter.  Number one, there will be an objection

14 to it.  But, number two, the understanding that I  have is

15 that they are going to try and get in new testimo ny with

16 the use of this exhibit.  So, I will be objecting  to both

17 the exhibit and the new testimony.

18 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Let's see where

19 this goes.

20 MS. COLE:  Would you like me to deal

21 with the exhibit first, sir?

22 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Sure.

23 MS. COLE:  This exhibit serves three

24 separate, but related, functions.  First, this do cument
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 1 relates directly to Ms. Mullholand's testimony, p refiled

 2 testimony, on Page 13, where she discusses "DSL

 3 qualification".  It is being offered to support t he

 4 testimony, but it was not available to Ms. Mullho land at

 5 the time she filed her testimony, and was only re cently

 6 published.  This document is a public document, r outinely

 7 made available on the FairPoint website.  In fact , Mr.

 8 Murtha testified that FairPoint holds biweekly me etings

 9 with the CLECs, and this document is an example o f the

10 agenda Mr. Murtha referred to in his testimony.

11 Second, this exhibit functions as

12 rebuttal testimony to Mr. Murtha's claims that Fa irPoint

13 has completed virtually all of the items on the L iberty

14 Group's list that CRC referred to yesterday.  The  CLC --

15 and the CLEC community disagrees with this claim,  and

16 would like the Commission to have a full hearing on the

17 CLEC perspective.

18 Third, the exhibit will be helpful to

19 the Commission, because Commissioner Ignatius ask ed Mr.

20 Murtha to address the discrepancy between FairPoi nt's

21 claims that the software issues are mostly fixed,  and the

22 CWIC -- and that the CLECs are still having -- st ill

23 filing long lists.  

24 So, it functions in three different
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 1 ways.

 2 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, your opportunity

 3 for an objection, Mr. McHugh.

 4 MR. McHUGH:  Well, first of all, to the

 5 extent that Ms. Mullholand's testimony covers it,  it's

 6 something new that is not permitted in the proced ural

 7 order that was recently issued.  

 8 And, number two, again, it's new

 9 testimony that's being offered solely to rebut so mething

10 that came up through a question that Commissioner  Ignatius

11 asked.  So, it's not something that I generated.  

12 Third, these two incidents, as Mr.

13 Murtha would come back and testify, were from car riers not

14 party to these -- a carrier, a single carrier, no t party

15 to these proceedings, which have since been close d out.

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, so, you're making

17 an offer of proof to that point?

18 MR. McHUGH:  Correct.

19 (Chairman and Commissioners conferring.) 

20 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, Ms. Cole, I mean,

21 one issue that comes immediately to my mind was, I think

22 this would have been more appropriately and obvio usly

23 could have been a part of your cross-examination or

24 opportunity to cross-examine Mr. Haga yesterday, which you
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 1 didn't take advantage of.  And, I'm certainly sen sitive,

 2 Mr. McHugh, to the fact that the procedural sched ule did

 3 not provide for this, what amounts to a round of -- an

 4 extra round of testimony.  

 5 But, having said all that, it seems to

 6 be an issue that's limited in its scope.  I'm goi ng to

 7 permit examination on this issue.  And, I underst and your

 8 offer of proof with respect to what Mr. Haga woul d say.

 9 And, if you want to --

10 MR. McHUGH:  Mr. Murtha.

11 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  I'm sorry, Mr. Murtha.

12 And, then, you have the -- if you want to recall them,

13 you'll have that opportunity.  And, it sounds lik e you are

14 familiar enough with this issue to cross-examine Ms.

15 Mullholand about it.  

16 So, we're going to proceed with this, to

17 permit this to be marked for identification, and to have

18 some brief what amounts to supplemental or surreb uttal

19 direct.

20 (The document, as described, was 

21 herewith marked as Exhibit segTEL-2 for 

22 identification.) 

23 MS. COLE:  Thank you, Commissioner.

24 BY MS. COLE: 
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 1 Q. Would you please state you full name and your p osition

 2 at segTEL.

 3 A. (Mullholand) My name is Kath Mullholand.  I'm t he

 4 Director of Operations for segTEL, Incorporated.

 5 Q. And, have you sponsored testimony that has been

 6 prefiled as "segTEL Exhibit 1" in this docket?

 7 A. (Mullholand) Yes.

 8 Q. And, is this testimony true and accurate to the  best of

 9 your knowledge and belief?

10 A. (Mullholand) Yes.

11 Q. And, do you affirm that testimony under oath?

12 A. (Mullholand) Yes.

13 Q. Would you please state briefly the purpose of y our

14 testimony today.

15 A. (Mullholand) The purpose of my testimony was to

16 indicate to the Commission that there are CLEC is sues

17 with the software systems.  That these CLEC issue s are

18 not completely addressed.  And, that we believe t hat

19 there are financial implications to the remaining  work

20 that has to be done.

21 Q. Do you have any corrections or supplements to y our

22 testimony today?

23 A. (Mullholand) I do.  Yesterday, there was some

24 discussion about the variation between the FairPo int
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 1 experience, FairPoint believes that many of the C LEC

 2 software issues have been addressed and completed , and

 3 the CLEC experience that there is still a lot of work

 4 to be done.  And, I think that I can, through thi s

 5 exhibit, give you an example of why that might be  the

 6 case.

 7 SegTEL-2 is a page from the agenda for

 8 the call between the CLECs and FairPoint on May 1 3th of

 9 2010.  It's a seven-page PDF agenda, and this is

10 Page 3.  This is a Regression Feedback report.  A nd,

11 "regression feedback" is the process where FairPo int

12 releases a fix to the software, and the CLECs tes t it

13 to see if there are other things that were impact ed by

14 it, and then FairPoint takes it back and acts on that

15 feedback.

16 This particular page deals with two

17 items that were deployed on April 22nd, and has t o do

18 with DSL qualification, which I addressed in my

19 original testimony.  The issue with DSL qualifica tion

20 is that CLECs do not always find the information they

21 need for DSL qualification, to be able to then go

22 forward and provide a customer with the service t hat

23 they have requested.  DSL qualification includes things

24 like the length of the loop, whether or not it ha s load
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 1 coils on it, and other factors in the loop that m ight

 2 make it difficult for DSL to be provided over tha t

 3 loop.  It might provide interference, so that the  DSL

 4 quality wouldn't be acceptable.

 5 One of the CLECs' requests, over the

 6 course of the various change management proceedin gs

 7 that we've had with FairPoint and the other

 8 collaborative discussions we've had, one of the C LEC

 9 requests was that we'd be able to qualify a loop for

10 DSL when it's through a remote terminal.  It's an

11 additional piece of equipment between the CLEC --

12 between the FairPoint central office and the cust omer

13 site.  CLECs asked for a remote terminal CLLI, th at's

14 in Request 16070 on this.  And, they also asked t hat,

15 if the LC, meaning that there is a terminal in th e

16 field is populated, that there would be -- that i t

17 would be indicated in the response, that the end- user

18 is behind a remote location.  This was deployed.  It

19 was regression tested.  

20 And, at the 5/13 call, CLECs indicated

21 that it was not working as they expected it to wo rk,

22 for two reasons.  One was that the CLLI code bein g

23 returned, instead of being an 8-digit CLLI -- I'm

24 sorry, instead of being an 11-digit CLLI code, wa s an
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 1 8-digit CLLI code.  And, the response from FairPo int is

 2 "this is returning as it's designed."  

 3 Another area of concern was whether --

 4 when the LC field is populated, certain informati on was

 5 going to be provided back.  And, in fact, in our

 6 testing, we determined that the LC field was bein g

 7 populated on all returns.  And, so, the response was

 8 that "this is working as it was requested, but th ere's

 9 an underlying data issue interfering with the dat a

10 being returned properly."

11 And, I think this is an example of where

12 the CLECs made a request and understood what they  were

13 asking for.  FairPoint believed they understood w hat

14 the CLECs were asking for.  Put a fix in place.  But

15 the end result, although it matched FairPoint's d esign

16 and FairPoint's business requirements, it was not

17 exactly what the CLECs were asking for, and so di dn't

18 quite finish the job.

19 Mr. Murtha mentioned yesterday that

20 FairPoint is doing thousands of successful

21 transactions.  I don't know how many loop

22 qualifications there are in any given month, and he may

23 not either.  But, if we say that there are a thou sand

24 loop qualifications that successfully go out to
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 1 FairPoint and come back with data, that's a succe ssful

 2 transaction, as far as FairPoint's concerned, bec ause

 3 it went out, got the data, and came back.  But, i f that

 4 data is not what the CLEC needs to do its order, then

 5 it's not a successful transaction from the CLEC p oint

 6 of view.

 7 Q. Ms. Mullholand, what has your experience been w hen a

 8 CLEC has informed FairPoint about a problem, and was

 9 advised that a fix was in progress or in process?   Has

10 FairPoint ever been able to give you the story or

11 inform the CLEC about the nature of the fix, how that's

12 going to be accomplished, or has that been largel y

13 closed to you?

14 A. (Mullholand) I think that's one of the issues t hat has

15 been most frustrating for the CLECs.  And, I thin k

16 Ms. Wilusz's testimony went to this as well.  Whi ch is

17 that, when we make a request of FairPoint and tel l them

18 what we're looking for, it's -- what happens with in

19 them as they're doing their business requirements  is

20 largely closed to us.  They basically are -- they 're

21 kind of saying we "can't handle the truth on that

22 matter."  And, so, we're saying we'd like to see a

23 little bit more openness.  We'd like to see the d esign.

24 We'd like to see how they're resolving this probl em, so
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 1 that perhaps we can give some input before it's r eady

 2 for testing.  To say, "yes, I know that you're sa ying

 3 that an 8-character CLLI should be enough.  But r emote

 4 terminals are 11-character CLLIs.  And, so, we'd really

 5 like to see the whole 11 characters."  

 6 In the design process, that's not a big

 7 change.  But, once an issue has been closed, as

 8 FairPoint's attorney indicated, these are closed

 9 issues, once an issue has been closed, to reopen it, to

10 again change that 8-character CLLI to an 11-chara cter

11 CLLI is an entirely new process and an entirely n ew

12 request.

13 MS. COLE:  Thank you.  I offer the

14 witnesses for cross-examination.

15 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, I guess, as of

16 yesterday, everyone was forgoing cross of this wi tness.

17 So, I would permit Mr. McHugh, if you would like to cross

18 this witness?

19 MR. McHUGH:  No cross for any of the

20 witnesses, Mr. Chairman.

21 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you.  Is

22 there anyone else that's had a change of heart si nce

23 yesterday?

24 (No verbal response) 
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 1 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Hearing nothing,

 2 then, Commissioner Below.  

 3 CMSR. BELOW:  Okay.  

 4 BY CMSR. BELOW: 

 5 Q. Ms. Mullholand, you've itemized various concern s and

 6 such.  But, on Page 15 of your testimony, you con cluded

 7 with a recommendation that "the Commission deny

 8 approval of FairPoint's reorganization."  I guess ,

 9 aside from our authority over approving it or not , the

10 overall reorganization, were you intending to sug gest

11 that we deny the Regulatory Settlement?

12 A. (Mullholand) Yes.

13 Q. Okay.  And, then you go on and detail in the

14 alternative various actions and conditions that w e

15 might take.  Some of which might arguably be stay ed in

16 the current proceeding or others that, just in te rms of

17 timing, would come later in the process, even aft er

18 reorganization is finalized.  I guess my question  is,

19 what do you perceive the value to be of denying t he

20 Regulatory Settlement?

21 A. (Mullholand) I think that the -- that the prima ry issue

22 with the Regulatory Settlement is that CLECs were  not

23 involved in the process of coming up with the ter ms of

24 that settlement.  And, we would like to see thing s in
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 1 place that would ensure that FairPoint will provi de

 2 non-discriminatory service to the wholesale commu nity,

 3 as they emerge from bankruptcy and as they change , how

 4 they are doing business, in order to adapt to the ir

 5 reorganization.

 6 One of our -- I mean, ultimately, at the

 7 end of the day, what we want is confidence.  We w ant to

 8 be able to place our orders, and we want to be ab le to

 9 know that those orders will be effectively comple ted.

10 If that is not attainable yet, then I think what we

11 want is a Performance Assurance Plan and some of these

12 other conditions that ensure that FairPoint conti nues

13 to have motivation to work towards that ultimate goal,

14 of ensuring that the wholesale providers are able  to do

15 what they need to do.

16 Q. Okay.  Ms. Wilusz, I think you also, in your te stimony,

17 on Page 23, Line 11 or 10, suggest that absent ad equate

18 responses to a series of seven questions, that th e

19 Commission should not -- also "not approve the

20 Regulatory Settlement" or "revise" it, I take it by

21 that you mean condition it.  And, you know, obvio usly,

22 you've expressed similar frustrations as to the p ace of

23 improvements, in terms of your dealings with Fair Point.

24 I guess my question is similar.  What
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 1 value do you think would come from not approving the

 2 Regulatory Settlement?

 3 A. (Wilusz) My sentiments would be very similar to  Ms.

 4 Mullholand's.  I do agree that a settlement needs  to be

 5 made.  But I do also agree that that settlement n eeds

 6 to take into account the very large customer base  that

 7 all of us as CLECs represent here today.  So, to not

 8 have the CLEC and the wholesale community covered  and

 9 protected in that order is -- is lacking.  We wou ld

10 like to see those, those issues covered, and the

11 protections put in place, to make sure that we ca n

12 continue doing business as we need to, in order t o be

13 able to support the customers that we not only

14 currently have, but those that we would like to g ain,

15 and those customers that would like to come to us .

16 We'd like to make sure that we can, some day, get  back

17 to the term "business as usual", which I can assu re you

18 the CLEC community is very far from having achiev ed.

19 Q. And, do you feel that the representations with regard

20 to FairPoint commitments that have been expressed

21 recently, including the recognition of the origin al

22 settlement between the CLECs and FairPoint, is

23 inadequate?  That the preservation of the origina l

24 commitments going forward is not adequate?
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 1 A. (Wilusz) That's a tough question for me.  I'd n eed to

 2 really go back and probably read through both in quite

 3 detail to make sure that I feel very comfortable in

 4 this answer.  But, what I can say to that is, I d o

 5 believe it offers us better protection.  My issue

 6 today, going forward with either at this point, i s that

 7 there seems to be a very strong lack of communica tion

 8 or ability to communicate clearly and honestly be tween

 9 the companies.  

10 So, when I read the commitments that

11 FairPoint has made, it makes me nervous.  I'm ner vous

12 with anything that is left up to interpretation, which

13 includes simple terms such as "business as usual" .  It

14 seems to me we should be able to come up with a c lear

15 and agreed upon definition as to what that is.  I  would

16 like to see definitions such as "done" or "comple ted"

17 defined, which I think are also extremely easy te rms to

18 understand, that we use in our everyday language.   So,

19 I have a lack of faith that they will be executed  based

20 on some of the language and the vagueness of term s that

21 we use every day.

22 So, do I believe that the original

23 settlement protects us more so?  Yes, I do.  But I do

24 definitely think that more -- more detail needs t o be
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 1 added to it, and considerations made to some of t he

 2 continuing issues that we continue to have.

 3 Q. Okay.  I believe that, Mr. Winchester and Tisda le, you

 4 don't actually, in your testimony, recommend deny ing

 5 the Regulatory Settlement.  In fact, I think you say

 6 you "don't oppose the reorganization", but expres s many

 7 of the similar concerns and problems with the

 8 operational support systems.  Is that still your

 9 position?  Do you take any position on whether we

10 should approve the Regulatory Settlement that's b efore

11 us or not?

12 A. (Winchester) The position that I've stated in m y

13 testimony remains the same.

14 CMSR. BELOW:  Okay.  That's all.

15 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Commissioner Ignatius.

16 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  Good

17 afternoon.

18 WITNESS MULLHOLAND:  Good afternoon.

19 BY CMSR. IGNATIUS: 

20 Q. I guess both, is it Ms. "Willets"?

21 A. (Wilusz) "Wilusz".  

22 Q. "Wilusz", thank you, and Ms. Mullholand both ma de a

23 mention of other ways that communication should b e

24 better between the CLEC community and FairPoint.  If
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 1 you were in the midst of a Regulatory Settlement

 2 negotiation, have you thought about what sort of

 3 procedural steps or requirements you might impose  going

 4 forward?

 5 A. (Mullholand) Well, I think I enumerated several  of them

 6 in my testimony.  An audit of the PAP, a recognit ion

 7 that, you know, basically, the -- FairPoint has

 8 guidelines that establish what its software shoul d do.

 9 There's local service ordering guidelines that IL ECs

10 willingly sign onto to make ordering consistent a cross

11 the country.  So that, when you place an order wi th

12 Qwest or with Verizon, you're entering similar

13 information.  There's local service ordering guid elines

14 for LSRs, and there's access service ordering

15 guidelines, I think the ASOG, for high-cap type

16 circuits.  And, I think one thing that could happ en is

17 a look at their software to see how well it measu res up

18 to the LSOG requirements, and to see, to actually  audit

19 whether or not it's there.

20 Because I think one of the confusions

21 that's here is "what is a change?"  "What is a

22 request?"  "What is an enhancement?"  And, under

23 Verizon, those things were fairly distinct.  Ther e were

24 things where the software didn't work as it was
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 1 supposed to, because it didn't match the local --  the

 2 service ordering guidelines or the fields didn't

 3 effectively work the way that they should, and th ose

 4 were considered "defects".  And, then, there were

 5 things that, when the software was rolled out, it

 6 didn't work as the CLECs would like it to work, a nd

 7 communication ensued on "how do we fix this so th at it

 8 works the way we expect it to?"  And, then, there  would

 9 be outright enhancements.  "We'd like to be able to do

10 something that we can't do right now."  That's an

11 "enhancement".  But those things were very clearl y

12 defined in buckets of types of things.  So, that when

13 somebody was talking about a defect list, you kne w that

14 those were defects to the actual software, and no t an

15 issue where FairPoint says "this software is work ing as

16 designed", and the CLEC is saying "But it's not w orking

17 for us.  It's not doing what it's supposed to do. "

18 Q. You didn't see anything in the Regulatory Settl ement

19 that prohibits the CLECs or FairPoint from workin g on

20 those kinds of improvements?

21 A. (Mullholand) No, I don't think there's anything  there

22 that prohibits us from doing that.  I think our c oncern

23 is, is that FairPoint, as FairPoint emerges from

24 bankruptcy, and even as it's been in bankruptcy, these
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 1 issues have been pushed to the side because of ot her

 2 concerns.  And, indeed, FairPoint's request that

 3 certain dockets be forgone during this period is a good

 4 example of how CLEC concerns have not had enough

 5 bandwidth, if you will, to be considered as they

 6 otherwise might.

 7 Q. Is there a working group between some of the CL ECs and

 8 FairPoint within New Hampshire to work on issues?

 9 A. (Mullholand) There is -- there are two differen t

10 working -- there are several things in place.  Th ere is

11 the Wholesale User Forums, which one of the -- th is

12 exhibit is an example of the agenda, which is a g eneral

13 conversation between the CLECs and FairPoint goin g over

14 the known issues list.  Their communication about  what

15 CLECs are asking for and what FairPoint is delive ring

16 has -- it continues to be an issue, I think.  The re's

17 also the change management process, which has bee n

18 fairly well structured and defined, but I don't t hink

19 that it has really gotten into its -- come into i ts own

20 yet, because we're still at that space where "Are  we

21 talking about a defect?  Are we talking about a c hange?

22 Or, are we talking about an enhancement?"  And, t hose

23 discussions continue to take place, trying to fig ure

24 out exactly how these issues with the software wi ll end
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 1 up getting resolved.

 2 Q. When you have, and I'm talking about only opera tions in

 3 New Hampshire, for those of you who extend beyond  New

 4 Hampshire's borders, when there is a problem in N ew

 5 Hampshire that you feel has not been resolved to your

 6 satisfaction, where do you take that as the next step?

 7 A. (Wilusz) There is a published escalation list t hat we

 8 can follow, and we do.  So, we'll follow that

 9 escalation list up.  One of the frequent complain ts

10 that we've had about the escalation list is the - -

11 until recently, the lack of response time documen ted.

12 So, for instance, my company's escalation list, m y

13 customers, tell them that, if they can't reach so mebody

14 within a 30 minute period of time, whatever that time

15 frame is, what their next step is.  So, we tend t o

16 waste very valuable time either with what we cons ider

17 too long of a wait time frame before we can escal ate to

18 another level, or just a downright lack of respon se in

19 the issues that we are presenting.

20 As any other person I think that's in

21 business, when something isn't working for you, y ou

22 work around the system.  And, you tend to go to t he

23 people in BayRing -- or, excuse me, within FairPo int

24 that you think can get the job done.  And,
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 1 unfortunately, that circumvents processes, and it

 2 doesn't help anybody.  But, right now, that's rea lly

 3 the most effective route that we have, is to go b ack to

 4 the people that -- our SPOCs, for instance, or pe ople

 5 that work with the SPOCs that we've been allowed to

 6 communicate directly with that we now are the peo ple

 7 that can get the job done.

 8 A. (Mullholand) May I also answer that?  

 9 Q. If there's something else to add beyond that,

10 certainly.

11 A. (Mullholand) I think there is.  BayRing and seg TEL,

12 while we're both CLECs, we do different lines of

13 business.  And, one of segTEL's lines of business  is to

14 order and maintain dark fiber UNEs that we get fr om

15 FairPoint.  FairPoint unbundles a dark fiber pair  and

16 segTEL buys that from them.  As I mentioned in my

17 testimony on Page -- starting on Page 11, segTEL has

18 had issues with -- issues with that fiber sometim es

19 being delivered in a non-working capacity.  You k now,

20 you go to plug things into it and the fiber isn't

21 working.  In the past, we were able to put that i n as a

22 trouble ticket.  "We have a circuit that has been

23 delivered in non-working order."  Recently, FairP oint

24 has made that the responsibility of a single pers on.
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 1 And, so, now, if we want to troubleshoot fiber th at's

 2 been delivered to us in non-working order, we hav e to

 3 go through Richard Sweeney, a single FairPoint em ployee

 4 to get that done and to set up a vendor meet to g o over

 5 that issue with that fiber.  I detail that in my

 6 testimony.  But I wanted to point out that we hav e been

 7 working in that system.  And, what we've discover ed is

 8 that we set up vendor meets, we show up, and Fair Point

 9 isn't there because the word hasn't gotten out.  And,

10 so, what we've seen is that often, when things ar e

11 changed to better enhance FairPoint's ability to do

12 what it needs to do, it's at a serious cost to th e

13 CLEC.  And, we've seen that with dark fiber, in

14 particular, but there are other examples as well.

15 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  I have no other

16 questions.  Thank you.

17 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Is there anything

18 further for this panel?

19 (No verbal response) 

20 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Then, hearing nothing,

21 then the witnesses are excused.  Thank you.

22 WITNESS WILUSZ:  Thank you.  

23 WITNESS MULLHOLAND:  Thank you.

24 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. McHugh, I guess it's
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 1 your option, whether you want to call -- recall M r. Murtha

 2 to respond to this Exhibit 2 from segTEL or to re st on

 3 your offer of proof?

 4 MR. McHUGH:  Let's rest on the offer of

 5 proof, Mr. Chairman, not drag it out.

 6 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Then, we'll

 7 turn to Mr. Roth.  Your witnesses ready to procee d?

 8 (Whereupon Kathryn M. Bailey and     

 9 John Lisciandro were duly sworn and 

10 cautioned by the Court Reporter.) 

11 MR. ROTH:  Mr. Chairman, I wanted to

12 start off this afternoon in particular with the t estimony

13 of Ms. Bailey, with a slight departure from usual

14 practice, in that there have been a number of que stions

15 raised by various parties about how the CAPEX num bers work

16 as outlined in Paragraph 2.5 of the Regulatory Se ttlement.

17 So, in addition to making Ms. Bailey

18 available for cross-examination, I thought it wou ld be

19 helpful to give her an opportunity, with the chal k on the

20 whiteboard over there to explain how 2.5 and the numbers

21 work.  I've already consulted with Mr. McHugh and

22 Mr. Judd, but unfortunately not everybody.  We've  been

23 working on this this morning and this afternoon.  And,

24 they have agreed that it would be acceptable to h ave Ms.
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 1 Bailey explain and present the numbers on the cha lk.

 2 If necessary, and if the Commission

 3 desires, we can have the chalk either printed by that

 4 nifty device on it, assuming it works, or have Ms . Bailey

 5 reproduce it in a typewritten spreadsheet that ca n then be

 6 admitted or included in the record and distribute d to the

 7 parties.  But, for the time being, I think we wou ld be

 8 happy to proceed simply with the chalk.

 9 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, is there any

10 objection to proceeding in that manner?  

11 (No verbal response) 

12 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, I think we were

13 going to get into this more likely than not anywa ys.  But,

14 I believe, last I knew, this machine was still wo rking.

15 So, I think we should print that at an opportunit y and

16 then we'll make that Staff Advocate 3, I believe.

17 (The chalk drawing, as described, was 

18 herewith marked as Exhibit Staff 

19 Advocate-3 for identification.) 

20 MR. ROTH:  Okay.  Thank you.  So, I'll

21 actually start by introducing Mr. Lisciandro.  Ha ve they

22 been sworn in by Mr. Patnaude?

23 MR. PATNAUDE:  Yes.

24 MR. ROTH:  Okay.  I'm sorry.  
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 1 KATHRYN M. BAILEY, SWORN 

 2 JOHN F. LISCIANDRO, SWORN 

 3  DIRECT EXAMINATION 

 4 BY MR. ROTH: 

 5 Q. Mr. Lisciandro, would you state your name and y our

 6 association for the record and the reporter pleas e.

 7 A. (Lisciandro) Sure.  My name is John F. Lisciand ro.  I'm

 8 working with the Staff Advocates.  And, I work at

 9 Deloitte & Touche.

10 Q. Okay.  And, are you the same John Lisciandro th at filed

11 testimony on March 5th and March 8th in this dock et?

12 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

13 Q. Okay.  And, is your testimony as you presented it true

14 and correct as far as you know, to the best of yo ur

15 knowledge?

16 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

17 Q. And, do you affirm and adopt that testimony tod ay?

18 A. (Lisciandro) I do.

19 Q. And, what was the purpose of making your testim ony in

20 this case?

21 A. (Lisciandro) The purpose of the testimony was t o review

22 the assumptions made by FairPoint in their busine ss

23 plan that they have submitted.

24 Q. And, since you filed that testimony, a number o f other
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 1 items have come into existence, I guess, for want  of a

 2 better way to put it, including revised financial

 3 statements for the first quarters of 2009, if I'm  not

 4 mistaken?

 5 A. (Witness Lisciandro nodding affirmatively).

 6 Q. And, amendments to the Credit Agreement, and pe rhaps

 7 other information that you may have learned about  the

 8 Company's performance?

 9 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

10 Q. And, have you reviewed that information?

11 A. (Lisciandro) I have.

12 Q. And, does it -- does anything in there change a ny of

13 your conclusions or analysis in any way that you would

14 care to put on the record at this point?

15 A. (Lisciandro) Sure, a few things.  First, the se nior

16 debt covenant that was discussed yesterday by

17 FairPoint, the elimination of that debt covenant,

18 turning it into more of an incurrence test, is a

19 benefit to FairPoint.  I think it enables them to  have

20 a little bit more cushion in terms of their plan.   So,

21 without that test, basically, what an incurrence test

22 is, is that covenant only comes into play under c ertain

23 events.  So, for example, if they were to acquire  or

24 want to acquire a company two years from now, the y
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 1 would then check that covenant to see if the Comp any

 2 was still in, you know, still meeting that covena nt

 3 even with the acquisition.  

 4 So, this covenant just is not used

 5 unless there is a predetermined or specified even t that

 6 would trigger them having to look at it.  And, so , that

 7 provides them additional cushion, because now you 're

 8 only looking at their debt covenant, as well as t he

 9 interest coverage covenant.  So, that's one favor able

10 piece.  

11 As well as adding the additional items

12 to the EBITDAR, that will help them as well, in t erms

13 of establishing a little more cushion in their Pl an,

14 versus the covenant.

15 I think, as well, looking at -- looking

16 at the restated financials, we have been told tha t the

17 revenue would change about 2 to 3 percent.  It di d

18 change 2.8 percent, I believe it was.  So, it was  right

19 on target with what they -- FairPoint had told us .  So,

20 you know, that was already expected when I filed my

21 testimony, and nothing has changed there.  

22 So, at this point, those are the key --

23 the key bits of information that have come throug h.

24 Q. Okay.  Thank you.  Ms. Bailey, can you give you r name
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 1 for the record please.

 2 A. (Bailey) Yes.  My name is Kathryn Bailey.

 3 Q. And, your affiliation, why you're here?

 4 A. (Bailey) I'm the Director of Telecommunications , the

 5 Telecommunications Division at the Public Utiliti es

 6 Commission.

 7 Q. And, why are you sitting up there and not over here at

 8 this table with your employees?

 9 A. (Bailey) I was asked to help negotiate a regula tory

10 settlement on behalf of the citizens of the State  of

11 New Hampshire.  And, as a result, I was designate d as a

12 "Staff Advocate".  And, the rest of my staff was

13 designated -- was not designated as a "Staff Advo cate".

14 So, they're sitting at that table, and I'm sittin g with

15 Mr. Roth and Ms. Ross.

16 Q. I'm sorry for you.

17 A. (Bailey) Thank you.  I accept your apology.

18 (Laughter.) 

19 BY MR. ROTH: 

20 Q. Now, are you the same Kathryn Bailey that filed

21 testimony, being Staff Exhibit Number 1, on March  5th,

22 2010?

23 A. (Bailey) I am.

24 Q. Okay.  And, is your testimony true and correct,  aside
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 1 from perhaps minor Scribner's errors and typos, a s far

 2 as you know?

 3 A. (Bailey) Yes.  And, I'm not aware of any "minor

 4 Scribner's errors".

 5 Q. Okay.  And, do you affirm and adopt that testim ony as

 6 your own at this time?

 7 A. (Bailey) I do.

 8 Q. All right.  Now, if you wouldn't mind, perhaps you

 9 could spend a few minutes, and take your time, re ally,

10 because we have an hour anyway, to go through the

11 provisions of Section 2.5 of the Regulatory Settl ement,

12 with respect to the graphic over there on the boa rd.  

13 WITNESS BAILEY:  Is it okay if I walk

14 over to the board?

15 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Please.

16 BY THE WITNESS: 

17 A. (Bailey) The purpose of my testimony was to sho w how

18 the commitments that were made in the 2008 Agreem ent

19 are maintained and, in some cases, slightly modif ied by

20 the Regulatory Settlement.  And, the purpose of t his

21 exhibit is to explain how the CAPEX and broadband

22 financial commitments, as well as the $50 million  that

23 Verizon left behind, which became $65 million, ar e

24 maintained in the Regulatory Settlement.
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 1 So, for general purposes, the

 2 information in black comes from the 2008 Agreemen t,

 3 except for some of this column right here [indica ting],

 4 that's labeled "OEC".  So, pursuant to Paragraph 2.11

 5 in the 2008 Agreement, FairPoint committed to spe nding

 6 $52 million in the first three years on capital

 7 expenditures.  And, pursuant to Paragraph 2.1.3 i n the

 8 2008 Agreement, they committed to spend an additi onal

 9 49 in the fourth year and the fifth year.  

10 Now, if you go back to the original

11 financial model in the 07-011 case, that capital

12 expenditure commitment consisted of $5 million th at was

13 part of their broadband plan, $5 million each yea r.

14 So, the CAPEX of $52 million, 47 million wasn't

15 specified and 5 million was specified for broadba nd.

16 Also, in the 2008 Agreement, at Paragraph 3.4,

17 FairPoint committed to spending $56.4 million on

18 broadband deployment.  And, part of that $56.4 mi llion

19 was this $25 million over the five years that was

20 included in CAPEX.

21 On top of that, they said they were

22 going to spend 16.4 million in the first two year s,

23 where they were getting the core network in place  and

24 really investing, and that was part of an overall
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 1 three-state project, and that was incremental to the

 2 CAPEX.  And, then, in addition to that, during th e

 3 course of negotiations, they committed to spendin g an

 4 additional 15 million on broadband, that was not

 5 included in the original cost model.  So, for

 6 broadband, they had $25 million in the CAPEX,

 7 16.4 million in the two-year plan, and they commi tted

 8 an additional 15 million.  So, 25 and 15 is 40, a nd

 9 16.4 is 56.4.  So, that's how you get the 56.4 mi llion.

10 Now, in the Regulatory Settlement, this

11 was all very confusing to everybody at the table.   Some

12 interpreted it that the 56.4 million was entirely

13 incremental, and some interpreted that it was ent irely

14 included in this CAPEX of $254 million, which is the

15 sum of the five-year commitment.  So, I thought I  knew

16 what it meant, so this is how we did it.

17 So, the CAPEX, plus the incremental

18 broadband, is 254 million from the five-year

19 commitment, plus the incremental broadband of 16. 4 from

20 this column [indicating], and 15 from this column

21 [indicating], and that's where you get the 285.4

22 million of total investment in CAPEX and broadban d over

23 the five-year life of the plan.  And, so, in para graph

24 2.52 in the Regulatory Settlement, we memorialize d that
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 1 number, so that there wasn't any dispute or quest ion

 2 about it.

 3 Now, let's look at what they had planned

 4 to spend and what they actually spent, and what t hey

 5 have left.  To talk about the $65 million that we 've

 6 identified as the other expenditure commitment, w hich

 7 came from the $50 million that Verizon left behin d.

 8 And, in the 2008 Agreement, Section 2.5.3 specifi es

 9 that "FairPoint shall use the amounts contributed

10 pursuant [to the section that left the 50 million

11 behind] to make capital and operating expenditure s in

12 excess of the minimum expenditures necessary to m eet

13 the requirements described in [the CAPEX section and

14 the broadband section]."  And, really, what that

15 $50 million was there for was an insurance plan, in

16 case FairPoint inherited a network that wasn't in  the

17 shape that they thought it was in, and they neede d more

18 money to complete their broadband plan.

19 So, the CAPEX and the broadband that

20 they planned to spend in the first two years, and  I

21 just added it for convenience, because we have a figure

22 in the Regulatory Settlement that says how much t hey

23 have spent so far, was 126.4 million.  And, that' s 52

24 and 52, plus 16.4, plus 6 million; that comes out  to
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 1 126.4.  What they actually spent through the thir d

 2 quarter of the second year, and these are not on

 3 calendar years, because we closed on April of 200 8.

 4 So, it's really, there's a lot of math involved.  So,

 5 the first year was April 2008 to March 31st, 2009 .

 6 And, then, this figure [indicating] is through th e end

 7 of 2009.  So, it's the first three quarters of th e

 8 second year.  So, this isn't even the first full two

 9 years.  But they have spent more than 30 million over

10 what they anticipated that they would need to spe nd.

11 One of the things that they had to do

12 that they didn't expect was fortify the interoffi ce

13 fiber network.  In their -- can I ask Mr. McHugh if I

14 can say -- this has to do with whether this is

15 confidential or not.  How much interoffice fiber was

16 planned in the original broadband plan?  Is that

17 confidential?

18 MS. ROSS:  Don't say it.

19 WITNESS BAILEY:  Don't say it?  All

20 right.

21 BY THE WITNESS: 

22 A. (Bailey) Okay.  They built a lot more fiber tha n they

23 originally planned in the plan that they gave us that

24 was going to cost 56.4 million.  So, one of the
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 1 agreements that we made in the Regulatory Settlem ent

 2 was to credit, from the $65 million, four and a h alf

 3 million for the excess money that they spent on

 4 interoffice fiber.  So, that brings the remainder  of

 5 the other expenditure commitment down to 60.5 mil lion.

 6 Now, if they have already spent

 7 157.6 million out of the 285.4, the remainder of that,

 8 divided by three years, is 42.6 million.  So, the y

 9 originally planned for, to get from 85 to 95 perc ent in

10 the last three years, to spend 55, 52, and 52 mil lion.

11 And, I was worried that 42.6 million was too low.   That

12 that was not going to be enough for recurring

13 maintenance, capital expenditures, and to get the

14 broadband to where it needs to get to.

15 So, another agreement that we reached in

16 the Regulatory Settlement was to reallocate $10 m illion

17 of this remaining 60.5 million into capital expen diture

18 and broadband spending.  So, if you take 10 milli on,

19 this is, and divide it up by three years, you spe nd 3.4

20 million in one year, 3.3 million in the next, and  3.3

21 million in the next year, and that brings your an nual

22 remaining CAPEX closer to 45, 46 million, which i s

23 still a ways off of these numbers.  And, then, it

24 reduces each year by these amounts, the remaining  other
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 1 expenditure capital commitment.

 2 So, when you take 10 million out of the

 3 60.5 million, and you reallocate it, so they have  to

 4 spend it, but they have to spend it in maintenanc e.

 5 And, so, we're asking you to approve that as it's  okay

 6 to take it out of the 65 million and put it into

 7 recurring maintenance expense -- I'm sorry, recur ring

 8 capital expense, then they'll have a little bit m ore

 9 money to spend on CAPEX every year.  

10 And, then, the third thing that we did

11 with the 65 million that we agreed to allow them to

12 use, with the 65 million other expenditure commit ment,

13 is, if they build their own facilities to get to

14 95 percent broadband availability, because they h ave

15 already spent more than they said they were going  to

16 spend, we would allow them to use up to ten and a  half

17 million dollars from the insurance fund to get to  the

18 95 percent broadband availability.  So, that leav es

19 $40 million in what used to be the restricted cas h

20 account that has to be spent on projects that inc rease

21 broadband.  There's an attachment to the Regulato ry

22 Settlement.  That we also agreed, because we thou ght

23 that, since we were in this case, we could show y ou the

24 kind of projects that we're asking you to approve , so
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 1 that they don't have to seek approval on if they' re

 2 going to spend the remaining $40 million.  And, t hat's

 3 on Attachment 2 to my testimony.  And, it include s

 4 expansion of fiber to the premises; fiber deploym ent

 5 and expansion of capacity, so that might be if th ey

 6 have to add more interoffice fiber; soft switch

 7 deployment, which is like routers that everybody who is

 8 changing to an IP network are deploying, and so i t may

 9 be that that's the next generation of switching

10 technology; and, then, new products and services for

11 video, VoIP, and carrier Ethernet services, which  are

12 promoting this next generation network that they have

13 built.

14 I think that's it.  Does that -- I think

15 I've covered everything on this chart.

16 MR. ROTH:  Okay.  Thank you.  The

17 witnesses are available for cross-examination.

18 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. McHugh?  No

19 questions?

20 MR. McHUGH:  None.

21 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Ms. Hatfield.

22 MS. HATFIELD:  Thank you.  Good

23 afternoon, Mr. Lisciandro.

24 WITNESS LISCIANDRO:  Good afternoon.
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 1 CROSS-EXAMINATION 

 2 BY MS. HATFIELD: 

 3 Q. I'd like to ask you a question about the "Summa ry" to

 4 your testimony.  So, it appears on the last two p ages

 5 of your -- and I'm going to refer to the public

 6 version.

 7 A. (Lisciandro) Okay.

 8 Q. Do I understand your testimony to mean that you  have

 9 tested the restructuring plan of FairPoint and th e

10 Regulatory Settlement, and it is your opinion tha t the

11 Commission should approve it?

12 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

13 MS. HATFIELD:  Thank you.  I have

14 nothing further.

15 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Mr. Kennan?

16 MR. KENNAN:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

17 Good afternoon, Ms. Bailey, Mr. Lisciandro.

18 WITNESS LISCIANDRO:  Good afternoon.

19 BY MR. KENNAN: 

20 Q. Ms. Bailey, on Page 3 of your testimony, on Lin es 2 to

21 5, you state that "With the exception of Section 2 in

22 the 2008 Agreement, and the specific modification s

23 included in the Regulatory Settlement, the remain ing

24 provisions in the 2008 Agreement are unchanged by  the
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 1 Regulatory Settlement."  The 2008 Agreement is th e

 2 Stipulation between the Staff and FairPoint in

 3 connection with the Verizon/FairPoint transaction , is

 4 that correct?

 5 A. (Bailey) Correct.

 6 Q. And, it imposes certain conditions on FairPoint  as a

 7 result of the transfer?

 8 A. (Bailey) It does.

 9 Q. And, I take it it's the Staff Advocates' unders tanding

10 that the Regulatory Settlement does not change an y

11 provision unless it's specifically changed?

12 A. (Bailey) That's my position.

13 Q. And, the Staff -- I'm sorry, the 2008 Agreement  also

14 incorporates by reference a Settlement Stipulatio n

15 between FairPoint and a number of its wholesale

16 customers, including my client, Otel Telekom, doe s it

17 not?

18 A. (Bailey) It not only incorporates it, but it's an

19 attachment to it.  It's Exhibit 2.

20 Q. And, is it the Staff Advocates' understanding t hat the

21 Regulatory Settlement does not change the CLEC

22 Settlement, as I'll call it, in any way?

23 A. (Bailey) Yes, that's exactly my position.  And,  I heard

24 criticism that "the CLECs were not involved in th e
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 1 Regulatory Settlement process."  And, it's my pos ition

 2 that the reason they weren't involved is because

 3 nothing changed.

 4 Q. So, for example, the provisions prohibiting cer tain

 5 rate increases remains in effect?

 6 A. (Bailey) Yes.

 7 Q. And, the prohibition against reclassifying wire  centers

 8 remains in effect?

 9 A. (Bailey) Yes.

10 Q. And, the provision making FairPoint subject to the PAP,

11 Performance Assurance Plan, remains unchanged?

12 A. (Bailey) Yes.

13 Q. And, the 2008 Agreement also imposes additional

14 conditions relative to wholesale services above a nd

15 beyond the CLEC Settlement, doesn't it?

16 A. (Bailey) Yes.

17 Q. And, one of those is in Section 9.4, and requir es

18 FairPoint to conduct an audit of the PAP, is that

19 right?

20 A. (Bailey) It requires -- FairPoint agreed to con duct an

21 audit of its PAP, if the Commission ordered it to , yes.

22 And, that provision is still in effect.

23 Q. You anticipated my next question.  To Mr. Lisci andro

24 please.
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 1 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

 2 Q. On pages 8 to 10 of your testimony please.

 3 A. (Lisciandro) Okay.

 4 Q. I take it here you're referring, when you say t he

 5 "business plan", you're referring to the projecti ons

 6 that are included in the Plan of Reorganization?

 7 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

 8 Q. And, one of the projections is that access reve nue

 9 would increase during the projection period?

10 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

11 Q. And, the projection period is 2010 through 2013 ?

12 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

13 Q. And, I note on Page 11, Lines 8 through 10, you  make

14 the remark that "Access revenue is forecasted...b ased

15 on a percentage growth rate over the previous per iod

16 rather than a more rigor" -- excuse me, "rigorous

17 customer specific approach."  Would you please ex plain

18 what you mean by a "more rigorous customer specif ic

19 approach"?

20 A. (Lisciandro) Sure.  A "more rigorous approach" would

21 take into account, you know, additional -- we wou ld

22 look at the market size, take into account additi onal

23 customers that are available, the number of lines ,

24 rates, things of that nature, to determine how yo u
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 1 would get from one point to another.  So, if you had a

 2 set customer base, how would you increase that re venue

 3 for that particular customer base, looking at all  the

 4 different qualitative factors that come into play .

 5 Q. So, specifically, I thought I just heard you sa y that

 6 "the projections do not take into account any cha nge in

 7 rates"?

 8 A. (Lisciandro) Right.  They do not.

 9 Q. And, do you have the Staff Advocates' responses  to the

10 data requests with you?

11 A. (Lisciandro) I do.

12 Q. In fact, you elaborated on the point we were ju st

13 discussing in response to several data requests f rom my

14 client, Otel Telekom.  For example, I'd refer you  to

15 Otel:Staff Advocate-12, which has been marked as "Otel

16 Exhibit 9" for identification.

17 A. (Lisciandro) Okay.

18 Q. And, without either reading your response mysel f or

19 having you read it, am I correct that what you we re

20 explaining in response, Subsection (b), was what you

21 were just talking about?  That FairPoint did not,  in

22 making its projections, look into such specific f actors

23 as rates or number of lines or number of customer s?

24 A. (Lisciandro) Yes, that's correct.  Not in the
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 1 information they provided to us.

 2 Q. And, similarly, in response to Otel:Staff Advoc ate-13

 3 which has been marked as "Otel Exhibit 10" for

 4 identification, again, here you're reiterating, a s I

 5 take it, just that the projections just used a

 6 percentage year-over-year growth factor to show t hat --

 7 to suggest that access revenues would increase?

 8 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

 9 Q. So, for example, in anything that you saw in th e

10 financial projection -- oh, by the way, let me as k, did

11 you look at materials other than what's in the Pl an of

12 Reorganization and the disclosure statement to th e Plan

13 of Reorganization as you did your analysis here?

14 A. (Lisciandro) Can you be more specific in terms of

15 "materials"?

16 Q. Did you look at any other financial information , either

17 provided by the Company or otherwise, in coming t o your

18 conclusions here?

19 A. (Lisciandro) I looked at peer group information  as

20 well.  And, there were a few -- a few presentatio ns

21 made by FairPoint to us that included some financ ial

22 information as well.

23 Q. So, in any of the materials you looked at, did you, for

24 example, see anything in FairPoint's analysis tha t said
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 1 "we're going to reclassify all the wire centers w e can

 2 and convert the UNE transport in those wire cente rs to

 3 Special Access and thereby increase revenues"?  W as

 4 there any specific plan like that suggested in an y of

 5 the materials that you looked at or information y ou

 6 heard?

 7 A. (Lisciandro) No.  Nothing that I saw.

 8 Q. Would you please look at Page 14 of your testim ony.

 9 A. (Lisciandro) Okay.

10 Q. And, this part of your testimony, as I understa nd it,

11 you did some modeling of what FairPoint's credit

12 ratings might be over the Plan projection period,  is

13 that correct?

14 A. (Lisciandro) Correct.

15 Q. Now, what is a "credit rating" and what does it  do

16 please?  

17 A. (Lisciandro) A "credit rating" is a third party  view

18 of, really, the stability of the company, based o n

19 various factors, various -- so, similar to the

20 covenants that are placed here for this credit

21 agreement, credit agencies will look at certain

22 financial metrics and rate the Company in terms o f its

23 viability going forward at any particular point i n

24 time.
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 1 Q. And, does the credit rating affect the interest  rate

 2 that a company might have to pay if it were to se ek to

 3 borrow money?

 4 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

 5 Q. And, in this particular case, if FairPoint were  to look

 6 to borrow money, its credit rating might affect t he

 7 interest rate that it would have to pay?

 8 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.  In the future, yes.

 9 Q. And, that would, in turn, affect FairPoint's in terest

10 expense?

11 A. (Lisciandro) To the extent that they were enter ing into

12 a new Credit Agreement?  Yes.

13 Q. Are you suggesting that their interest rate is fixed

14 under the credit facilities that they have now?

15 A. (Lisciandro) I thought you were asking me if th ey -- I

16 thought you had said "if they entered into a new Credit

17 Agreement."

18 Q. Yes, that would affect the interest rate.  But I'm --

19 A. (Lisciandro) No, it's not fixed right now.

20 Q. It is not fixed right now?

21 A. (Lisciandro) Right.

22 Q. So that, over time, even with the credit facili ties

23 that they have now, their interest rate and, ther efore,

24 interest expense could change, if their credit ra ting
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 1 changed?

 2 A. (Lisciandro) I don't believe their credit ratin g

 3 impacts their current interest rate.

 4 Q. So, the credit rating would have no effect on t heir --

 5 well, maybe I'm lost here.  Does the interest rat e that

 6 FairPoint has to pay on its existing debt vary or  is it

 7 fixed?

 8 A. (Lisciandro) It is varied in that it's tied to the

 9 LIBOR rate.  So, to the extent that the LIBOR rat e

10 changes, then their interest rate will change.

11 Q. I see.  But its credit rating does not affect t hat?

12 A. (Lisciandro) I believe it does not.

13 Q. Thank you.  That's why I was confused.  So, I t ake it

14 that FairPoint's interest expense on a going forw ard

15 basis could change based on changes in the LIBOR rate?

16 A. (Lisciandro) It could.

17 Q. Does FairPoint's credit -- does FairPoint plan to pay

18 down its existing debt over the life of the Plan

19 projection period?

20 A. (Lisciandro) There are some payments in there o ver each

21 of the years, and then there's the final lump-sum

22 payment at the end of the term of the loan.

23 Q. And, as FairPoint makes those payments, does it s

24 interest expense go down, because it has paid off  part
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 1 of the loan?

 2 A. (Lisciandro) I don't recall if that's the case or not.

 3 Q. In doing your financial analysis, you performed  some

 4 sensitivity analyses, is that right?

 5 A. (Lisciandro) That's correct.

 6 Q. And, among other things, you varied the Plan

 7 projections regarding access revenues?

 8 A. (Lisciandro) That's correct.

 9 Q. But that sensitivity analysis did not consider specific

10 factors, such as access rates, did it?

11 A. (Lisciandro) Correct.

12 Q. You just reduced the FairPoint's projected

13 year-over-year growth rates and then that formed the

14 basis of your sensitivity analysis?

15 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

16 Q. Coming to your conclusions, getting to the end.

17 A. (Lisciandro) Okay.

18 Q. Am I correct that, even after your adjustments in your

19 sensitivity analysis, you believe that FairPoint will

20 make its loan covenants?

21 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

22 Q. And, am I correct that your conclusion is there  would

23 have to be even further declines in revenues befo re the

24 covenant -- any covenant defaults occur?  
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 1 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.  Further declines than the de clines

 2 that I have put into my sensitivity analysis.  

 3 Q. Further declines from even your bottom -- 

 4 A. (Lisciandro) From my declines, yes.

 5 Q. -- bottom sensitivity analysis.  Were you here when Ms.

 6 Hood and Mr. Newitt and Mr. Allieri were testifyi ng?

 7 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

 8 Q. And, do you recall that they suggested that the  Plan

 9 projections would give FairPoint the financial

10 resources, such that there would be no adverse af fect

11 upon the rates, terms and conditions of service i n New

12 Hampshire?

13 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

14 Q. Do you challenge that statement in any way?

15 A. (Lisciandro) No.

16 MR. KENNAN:  Nothing further.  Thank

17 you, Mr. Chairman.

18 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Mr. Shoer.

19 MR. SHOER:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  

20 BY MR. SHOER: 

21 Q. Just picking up a few questions on what Mr. Ken nan was

22 discussing, Mr. Lisciandro.  In your sensitivity runs,

23 I believe we asked a question to the Staff, it wa s

24 Staff Advocate Question Number 6.  Do you have th at
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 1 available?  Staff Advocate-6?

 2 A. (Lisciandro) Yes, I have it.

 3 Q. That was a question that asked you to change so me of

 4 your assumptions.  And, we asked "If the take rat es for

 5 FairPoint's next generation network [were] 20 per cent

 6 less than expected, [we asked for what your opini on was

 7 of] the impact of the projections?"  And, similar ly, we

 8 asked for "50 percent less than" and what your

 9 projection would be.  Am I correct that in your a nswer

10 you discuss what your opinion would be in the eve nt

11 that there was a 20 percent reduction in revenues ?

12 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Do you have the exhibit

13 number?

14 MR. SHOER:  It's Exhibit Number 30, Mr.

15 Chairman.

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  So, this is BayRing-30?

17 Okay.

18 MR. SHOER:  Yes, BayRing-30.

19 BY THE WITNESS: 

20 A. (Lisciandro) The question that was asked was wh ether

21 the "take rates for their next generation network  were

22 reduced to 20 percent."

23 BY MR. SHOER: 

24 Q. Yes.
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 1 A. (Lisciandro) And, that is -- that question, the  next

 2 generation network provides products across a num ber of

 3 different revenue categories.

 4 Q. Uh-huh.

 5 A. (Lisciandro) So, I simply looked at the one rev enue

 6 category that has, I believe, the most direct

 7 correlation to the next generation network, which  would

 8 be the data.  And, showed that I had done a 20 pe rcent

 9 reduction in that particular category, and that t hey

10 still passed their covenants.  

11 Q. And that they still passed the covenants?  

12 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

13 Q. Okay.  What about 50 percent, which was the sec ond part

14 of that question?  

15 A. (Lisciandro) Yes, I have not run that.

16 Q. You did not run that?

17 A. (Lisciandro) No.

18 Q. Okay.  Is there any particular reason?

19 A. (Lisciandro) No.

20 Q. Just didn't.  Just didn't run it, okay.  Do you  have an

21 opinion of what the -- if they would meet their

22 financial covenants, if the projections were 50 p ercent

23 less than expected?  Are you capable of making th at?

24 A. (Lisciandro) No.  I think I would have to run t he
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 1 numbers.

 2 Q. Okay.  Now, in the sensitivity analyses that yo u ran,

 3 did you -- did you also combine the impact of low er

 4 than expected revenues and higher than expected c osts

 5 in any of your sensitivity analyses?

 6 A. (Lisciandro) The sensitivity analysis I ran jus t

 7 reduced revenue, but maintained costs as planned.

 8 Q. You made no changes to the costs?

 9 A. (Lisciandro) No changes.  

10 Q. Okay.  And, am I correct that in several points  in your

11 testimony you indicated that "if the revenue

12 projections were lower than what were anticipated , it

13 would be reasonable to expect that management wou ld

14 reduce its -- reduce operating expenses"?

15 A. (Lisciandro) Correct.

16 Q. And, in the event that -- well, first, let me a sk, as

17 to the question of running your sensitivity analy sis

18 with lower than expected revenues, which you did do,

19 correct?

20 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

21 Q. But you did not take into account any potential  for

22 higher than expected costs than what were provide d to

23 you?

24 A. (Lisciandro) Correct.
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 1 Q. And, could you explain why you did not run any of those

 2 types of sensitivity analyses?

 3 A. (Lisciandro) Sure.  First, when -- a reduction in

 4 revenue would obviously have a reduction in expen ses

 5 that are variable, as Mr. Newitt talked about

 6 yesterday, variable versus fixed.  So, in terms o f the

 7 variable component, I've actually kept that in th ere,

 8 which would be a more conservative approach.  I h ave

 9 not taken those expenses out.  Assuming revenue w as

10 actually down, those expenses would automatically

11 disappear.  For the remainder of the expenses, I left

12 as is, knowing that I had left those other expens es in

13 as my conservative approach.  Also, looking at th eir

14 margins, they are below industry margins, peer ma rgins.

15 So, I think their expense levels seemed adequate to run

16 the business.  So, that's the reason I left it in  as

17 is.

18 Q. If it turned out that their -- that their expec ted

19 costs, or, I should say, if the costs of the Comp any

20 were to go higher than what they expected, would that

21 impact your results or your conclusions?

22 A. (Lisciandro) It would be an alternative scenari o that I

23 would have to run to determine whether there woul d be

24 an impact.
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 1 MR. SHOER:  Thank you.

 2 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Ms. Foley?

 3 MS. FOLEY:  No questions.  

 4 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Ms. Bragdon?

 5 MS. BRAGDON:  No questions.

 6 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, Ms. Cole?  

 7 MS. COLE:  Yes.  One second please.

 8 Thank you.  

 9 BY MS. COLE: 

10 Q. Ms. Bailey, do you believe that FairPoint's ret ail and

11 wholesale operations are currently in parity with  each

12 other?

13 A. (Bailey) To give you a quantitative answer to t hat

14 question, I would have to look at data, which I h ave

15 not done in preparation for this proceeding.  So,  I

16 don't know the answer to that question now, becau se I

17 didn't really consider that issue part of this

18 proceeding.

19 Q. Thank you.  Do you believe that the Settlement will

20 have the effect of improving FairPoint's retail

21 business -- services, rather?

22 A. (Bailey) I think that getting this company out of

23 bankruptcy as quickly as possible will have benef its

24 for all customers.  I don't deny that there are
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 1 operational issues that still need to be addresse d.

 2 And, I would expect that they be addressed in ano ther

 3 proceeding.

 4 Q. So, I assume the answer would be the same if I asked

 5 you "do you believe that the Settlement Agreement  will

 6 have the effect of improving FairPoint's wholesal e

 7 business?"  

 8 A. (Bailey) Yes, my answer would be the same.

 9 MS. COLE:  Thank you.  No further

10 questions.

11 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Thank you.  Ms. Geiger?

12 MS. GEIGER:  No thank you, Mr. Chairman.

13 No questions.

14 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Linsider, did you

15 have questions for this panel -- Mr. Linder? 

16 MR. LINDER:  No.

17 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  That's twice I've called

18 you "Mr. Linsider".  Let's move on then.  Mr. Jud d.  

19 MR. JUDD:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  

20 BY MR. JUDD: 

21 Q. Mr. Lisciandro, in your testimony, you state th at "the

22 growth projections used by FairPoint are above in dustry

23 projections."  Is that a fair summary?

24 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.
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 1 Q. And, you also said that you compared that to a peer

 2 group of other telephone companies?

 3 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

 4 Q. Can you tell us now who those -- which other co mpanies

 5 you used for your comparison?  Some of them?  

 6 A. (Lisciandro) I believe it was in the testimony,  I want

 7 to see if it was redacted or not.  Actually, it w as in

 8 one of the questions.  

 9 Q. If it's already been responded to in a data req uest, if

10 it's an exhibit, if you can just reference that, that

11 would be fine.

12 A. (Lisciandro) Yes, I don't know what exhibit thi s is.

13 It's the One Communications, CRC questions -- it' s the

14 One Communications, CRC, and BayRing Communicatio ns

15 questions, ADV-1.

16 Q. Thank you.  We'll be able to find it from that

17 reference.  Thank you very much.  Based -- you've

18 stated earlier, in response to some questions fro m

19 Mr. Roth, that you became aware of additional

20 information since you prepared your report, is th at

21 correct?

22 A. (Lisciandro) Correct.

23 Q. Did you rerun your sensitivity analysis includi ng that

24 information?
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 1 A. (Lisciandro) I did not rerun the analysis.  The

 2 analysis is what it is, a sensitivity analysis.  I

 3 reviewed that information to make a determination  as to

 4 whether it would have changed my conclusions.  An d, I

 5 determined that it would not.

 6 Q. Ms. Bailey.

 7 A. (Bailey) Mr. Judd.

 8 Q. When you negotiated the Regulatory Settlement, that was

 9 before the Credit Agreement was finalized by Fair Point,

10 isn't that correct?

11 A. (Bailey) Correct.

12 Q. Once you -- I assume you've reviewed the Credit

13 Agreement since it was filed on I believe it was

14 April 23rd?  

15 A. (Bailey) No, I have not.

16 Q. Are you aware that in the Credit Agreement it c ontains

17 limitations on CAPEX?

18 A. (Bailey) No, that's Mr. Lisciandro's department .

19 Q. Well, now.  Mr. Lisciandro, did you --

20 A. (Lisciandro) Yes.

21 Q. Are you aware of the limitations?

22 A. (Lisciandro) I am aware, yes.

23 Q. Would that change your view at all about whethe r the

24 Company will be able to manage and meet its build -out
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 1 obligations?

 2 A. (Lisciandro) No.  There is sufficient additiona l

 3 cushion in the commitments that are in the Credit

 4 Agreement that allow them to meet their obligatio ns.

 5 Q. You've heard -- you've each been here for most of the

 6 testimony.  You have heard some concerns about th e

 7 go-forward and the Commission's ability to review

 8 actions by the Company.  Do -- I guess I'll ask y ou

 9 individually.  Mr. Lisciandro, would you have any

10 recommendations about benchmarks or a matrix that  the

11 Commission should use when monitoring the progres s of

12 this company post Effective Date?

13 A. (Lisciandro) Not at this time.  I'd have to thi nk about

14 that.

15 Q. Same question to you.  Ms. Bailey, have you any

16 recommendations?

17 A. (Bailey) No.  I don't have any recommendations to make,

18 other than to state that monitoring compliance wi th the

19 Regulatory Settlement will be an ongoing obligati on of

20 the Telecommunications Division.  And, that's the  kind

21 of work we do every day.

22 Q. And, you have confidence in the ability of that  part of

23 the PUC, is that correct?  

24 A. (Bailey) I absolutely have confidence in that p art of
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 1 the PUC.

 2 Q. Ms. Bailey, concerning Section 2.6 of the Regul atory

 3 Settlement, and this is the issue of how the Comp any

 4 meets the final 8 percent of its build-out obliga tion.

 5 If the Company chooses to use resell facilities t o meet

 6 that obligation, what is your intent in negotiati ng

 7 that for how the Commission would confirm that th ose

 8 assets will be placed?

 9 A. (Bailey) Well, I had the model in mind that we use on a

10 routine basis at the Commission.  And, that is, i f, at

11 the time that FairPoint reported on 95 percent

12 availability, part of it included a resold option , that

13 we would meet with the Company and we would sit d own,

14 and we would rigorously go through the assumption s and

15 the numbers involved in getting to the 95 percent

16 availability.  We basically make them prove it to  us.

17 Q. Regarding Section 4.8, do you agree with Mr. Ni xon that

18 a promise to make investment, future investment, is

19 sufficient to permit the Company to pay dividends  under

20 that provision?

21 A. (Bailey) Yes, for a number of reasons.  Dividen d

22 restrictions by the Commission are a very sensiti ve

23 regulatory tool, that are used very infrequently by the

24 Commission, to -- because of the effect that they  can
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 1 have on the market.  And, we certainly don't want  to

 2 negatively affect the market.  So, the Commission  very

 3 rarely uses those obligations -- I mean, those

 4 consequences.  I think that, combined with the

 5 regulatory oversight that the Commission will hav e, by

 6 requiring FairPoint to propose a project that, fo r

 7 additional broadband build-out, will be greater t han if

 8 FairPoint had paid a penalty to the Department of

 9 Resources and Economic Development, who then woul d

10 decide how the money gets used for the benefit of

11 ratepayers.  So, I think that this option gives y ou

12 more regulatory consideration over how that money  is

13 actually spent than in the old agreement.

14 Q. Was it -- I'm sorry, did I interrupt you?  

15 A. (Bailey) No, I had another thought, but I'll th ink of

16 it in a minute.

17 Q. Okay.  Was it your understanding and your inten t that,

18 if this section were triggered, that the Commissi on

19 would undertake to confirm that in some fashion t hat

20 committed cash was restricted and designated for the

21 build-out obligation?

22 A. (Bailey) I don't believe that this Regulatory

23 Settlement prohibits the Commission from doing th at.

24 What it does require is FairPoint to offer a plan  that
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 1 has to be approved by the Commission.  So, if, at  that

 2 time, the Commission determined that the money sh ould

 3 be somehow set aside and guarantied and restricte d and

 4 not used for dividends, I think that that's still  in

 5 the Commission's tool box.

 6 MR. JUDD:  Thank you.  I have nothing

 7 further.

 8 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you.

 9 Commissioner Below.

10 CMSR. BELOW:  Thank you.

11 BY CMSR. BELOW: 

12 Q. Ms. Bailey, I think in your -- the conclusion t o your

13 prefiled written testimony, you've observed that "The

14 events that have followed the Commission's approv al of

15 the transfer of Verizon's assets to FairPoint [we re]

16 very disappointing."  And, you expressed hope tha t the

17 reorganization will give them an opportunity to

18 "complete the commitments" that were undertaken a t the

19 time of that transfer.  I guess two questions.  O ne,

20 what do you think the consequences would be of th e

21 Commission not approving the Regulatory Settlemen t, in

22 terms of -- compared with approving it, in terms of

23 their progress in terms of getting back on track to

24 their original commitments?  
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 1 A. (Bailey) I think it would slow it down consider ably.

 2 And, I have no idea how much it would slow it dow n.

 3 But I think one of the goals in -- of our team wa s to

 4 preserve the commitments in the 2008 Agreement, a nd

 5 reach an agreement with the Company so that the

 6 bankruptcy proceeding wouldn't take as long as it  would

 7 if we had to go fight a Holy War.  And, I think t hat,

 8 if the Commission did not approve the Settlement

 9 Agreement, then all of these issues, and all of t he

10 issues in the 2008 Agreement, would probably be f ought

11 at the Bankruptcy Court.

12 Q. And, do you feel that -- was there a particular  reason

13 not to engage the wholesale providers, the CLECs,  in

14 the settlement discussion?

15 A. (Bailey) I don't think there was a particular t hought

16 to keep them out of it.  I think, well, what my

17 thinking was, is that the goal was to preserve th e

18 commitments of the 2008 Agreement.  And, when we had

19 the Company's commitment to preserve all the issu es

20 that affected the CLECs that were included in the  2008

21 Agreement, then there really were no issues that we

22 were -- there were no remaining issues.

23 The point of the Regulatory Settlement

24 was not to get more than what we had in the 2008
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 1 Agreement.  If we need to regulate and enforce

 2 provisions of the 2008 Agreement, and if things h aven't

 3 worked out, then we need to do some determined

 4 regulation after we get through this bankruptcy

 5 proceeding.

 6 Q. And, in that regard, I presume that you had a c hance to

 7 review the testimony of various wholesale provide rs,

 8 the prefiled written testimony?

 9 A. (Bailey) I did.

10 Q. And, a lot of the issues that they raise have b een

11 various issues ongoing since the Cutover.  Do you  feel

12 that the Company, from your perspective, seems to  be on

13 track and have a commitment to continuing to work  on

14 resolving those issues?  And, do you feel that

15 approving the Regulatory Settlement will enable t he

16 Commission itself to get back on track, in terms of

17 helping facilitate the resolution of those issues ?

18 A. (Bailey) Yes.  Very well stated.  I think that the

19 issues that the CLECs have raised are legitimate.   They

20 need to be investigated.  And, they need to be pe rhaps

21 adjudicated.  But we need to get through this

22 bankruptcy proceeding, and then do that.

23 CMSR. BELOW:  Thank you.  That's all.

24 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Commissioner Ignatius.
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 1 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

 2 BY CMSR. IGNATIUS: 

 3 Q. Ms. Bailey, just building on what you had just

 4 responded to Commissioner Below.  Do you see an

 5 opportunity outside of this proceeding for more

 6 communication between the CLECs and FairPoint tha t

 7 would be fruitful?

 8 A. (Bailey) Well, yes.  And, I think that that's o ne of

 9 the things that we've already begun, by conductin g the

10 phone calls between the CLECs and Liberty, and

11 producing that list, that I believe was marked as  an

12 exhibit, the Liberty list of a hundred and howeve r many

13 issues that the CLECs believe are still open.  An d, the

14 next part of that investigation, which is indepen dent

15 of this bankruptcy proceeding, is to hear from

16 FairPoint what they think has been resolved.  And ,

17 then, if there are disagreements, which I presume  there

18 will be, we will take it as far as we can while t he

19 bankruptcy proceeding is ongoing.  And, once the

20 bankruptcy proceeding is completed, if we can't r esolve

21 the issues, we will certainly bring it to your

22 attention.

23 Q. In negotiating the Regulatory Settlement and th e

24 provisions about the authority of the state presi dent,
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 1 was it your understanding that resolution of whol esale

 2 disputes would be within the state president's

 3 authority?

 4 A. (Bailey) I don't think so.  I think that the st ate

 5 president is willing to be involved and help fix

 6 issues, to the extent that she has that authority .

 7 And, I feel comfortable calling her and asking he r for

 8 assistance.  But I think that that -- well, it's my

 9 understanding that that responsibility rests in a nother

10 department.

11 Q. If there are New Hampshire specific issues, tho ugh, if

12 the state president is bypassed, does she ever kn ow

13 that they are particular to our state that need e xtra

14 attention?

15 A. (Bailey) Well, usually, the way communication f lows

16 from the Staff to FairPoint, is either through th e

17 Regulatory Director, Mr. Shea, who reports direct ly to

18 the State President, or it's sent to the State

19 President, and she moves it forward through the

20 Company.  So, I think that she would be aware of it.

21 The issues that we're dealing with are not New

22 Hampshire specific, they're all three states.  I think,

23 if it was a state specific issue, I may -- I woul d

24 probably make sure that she got the information.
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 1 Q. I guess my point is, if it's a wholesale matter , it

 2 doesn't mean it follows some completely different  track

 3 necessarily?

 4 A. (Bailey) No.  And, in fact, I know that she at least

 5 received a courtesy copy of the letter that we se nt.

 6 And, it may have even been addressed to her, I ca n't

 7 remember.  But it was either addressed to the Sta te

 8 President or courtesy copied to her.

 9 Q. On your description of investment commitments a nd

10 amounts spent, which hasn't -- I don't think has been

11 marked as an exhibit, but I found it very helpful , so I

12 hope it is.  You describe the reductions in the " OEC"

13 category, sort of whittling that down.  Is the en d

14 result that, when you take that final 10.5 millio n, if

15 needed, for broadband, if I've got that right, th at is

16 the end result, you're in about the $40 million l evel?

17 A. (Bailey) Yes.

18 Q. And, in your view, is that a sufficient amount,  by

19 putting more and more onto the broadband side, wh ich we

20 all want to see, do we create a new problem by no t

21 having enough available on the other needed "capi tal

22 expenditures" category?

23 A. (Bailey) Well, I think, by reallocating 10 mill ion to

24 the recurring maintenance, that gets you fairly c lose
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 1 to the planned CAPEX and broadband amounts for th e

 2 third, fourth, and fifth year.  If FairPoint take s

 3 advantage of the additional 10 and a half million

 4 dollars to build out to the most remote customers  to

 5 get to 95 percent, rather than reselling, then I think

 6 it's pretty close to what we had anticipated goin g

 7 forward in year three, four, and five, and they h ave

 8 already spent more money up front.

 9 Q. Let me ask you about the "spending money up fro nt".  Is

10 it a question of timing of the payments, that the  total

11 may be not significantly different, but when the money

12 is spent was the issue, and that there's been a

13 front-end loading of it, so there's a little less

14 needed in the coming years?  Or, was the problem that

15 the initial phase was far more expensive than

16 anticipated or took longer, somehow incurred a le vel of

17 expenditure not anticipated?  And, so, it's not s imply

18 a matter of front-end loading, but that a lot has  been

19 spent at the front end, but that doesn't mean tha t

20 there's less to do in the later stages?

21 A. (Bailey) I think a little bit of both.  I think  they

22 obviously had to spend money on interoffice fiber  that

23 they didn't anticipate.  But, by spending that mo ney

24 now, it could reduce maintenance expense or recur ring
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 1 maintenance capital in the future.  I can't quant ify

 2 that.  Does that answer your question?

 3 Q. It does.  With your understanding of the engine ering

 4 and the work that's been done and the work that's  still

 5 needed to be done, are you comfortable that the a mounts

 6 laid out on the chart you created will be suffici ent to

 7 reach the goals?

 8 A. (Bailey) Well, based on the information that th ey have

 9 provided, and if they spend the ten and a half mi llion

10 dollars, yes.

11 Q. And, do you have a concern about the delay in r eaching

12 the first April 2010 benchmark, and the request t o

13 extend that to the end of this year, that, by

14 stretching out the time on that, if that were app roved,

15 would that make it difficult to reach their final  goals

16 by 2013?

17 A. (Bailey) No, I don't think that would have an i mpact.

18 Q. Have you thought about the process that might b e

19 involved in the pre-approval, both the categories  of

20 broadband investments that are identified in a ve ry

21 cursory way in your attachment to the Regulatory

22 Settlement, and the process that might be involve d for

23 things beyond that list of items?  

24 A. (Bailey) Well, if you approve the Regulatory Se ttlement
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 1 and that attachment, then you've given the pre-ap proval

 2 for those kinds of investments for the $40 millio n.

 3 Q. Let's stick with that first.  What would you an ticipate

 4 the Company would do as it makes investments?  Wo uld it

 5 be part of routine reporting that's already done?   Does

 6 some new reporting have to be created to identify  and

 7 track those investments?

 8 A. (Bailey) I would expect that it would be done t hrough

 9 reporting and questioning.  I'm just looking in t he

10 2008 Agreement to see if there was any requiremen t to

11 report that.  I think, in the 2008 Agreement, it said

12 that "FairPoint shall, from time to time, develop  and

13 present for such review and approval as the Commi ssion

14 determines appropriate, additions or amendments a s may

15 prove necessary to assure the use in New Hampshir e of

16 all the amounts contributed under [that] section. "

17 Now, this paragraph is in Section 2, and Section 2 has

18 been wholly replaced, superseded by the new Regul atory

19 Settlement, and that language is not in there.  B ut I

20 would expect the Company to report.  And, I think  that,

21 as a matter of regulatory oversight, if there was  an

22 issue, the Commission will have the authority to deal

23 with it.

24 Q. So, outside of this proceeding, there could be a
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 1 development of a reporting protocol and agreed up on

 2 formatting and timing of reports on those investm ents?

 3 A. (Bailey) Yes.

 4 Q. And, then, for the items that are beyond the li sts that

 5 were attached to the Regulatory Settlement, other  kinds

 6 of investments, have you thought about the proces s that

 7 might be involved there?  For example, would it b e a

 8 docket that would opened or would there be some o ther

 9 way that we will review and scrutinize the

10 appropriateness of the investment?

11 A. (Bailey) In the 2008 Agreement, it again relied  on the

12 Commission to determine the process as it deemed

13 appropriate.  I'm not sure that we covered that d etail

14 in the Regulatory Settlement.  If I could just ha ve a

15 minute to look through it?

16 Q. Of course.

17 A. (Bailey) I don't think it's addressed.  I think

18 Paragraph 2.5.5 in the Regulatory Settlement talk s

19 about the use of the $40 million.  And, I guess y our

20 question goes to "how do we verify that they have

21 complied with that?"  And, so, I think it would b e a

22 compliance proceeding.  And, again, I don't think  the

23 Regulatory Settlement has taken away any of our r outine

24 regulatory tools.
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 1 CMSR. IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  No other

 2 questions.

 3 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Mr. Roth, any redirect?

 4 MR. ROTH:  Yes.  One question.

 5 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

 6 BY MR. ROTH: 

 7 Q. Kate -- or, Ms. Bailey, excuse me, we've become  very

 8 familiar.  Ms. Bailey, would you look at the Regu latory

 9 Settlement, Paragraph 3.

10 A. (Bailey) Yes.  

11 Q. Do you recall a moment ago, in answer to Commis sioner

12 Ignatius's question about the process for reviewi ng

13 proposals, and you said "Paragraph 2 of the 2008

14 Agreement provided a process" of some sort, corre ct?

15 A. (Bailey) Correct.

16 Q. And, would you read Paragraph 3.1 of the Regula tory

17 Settlement.

18 A. (Bailey) "The Financial Conditions set forth in

19 Section 2 of the 2008 Settlement Agreement have b een

20 replaced by the terms of this Regulatory Settleme nt,

21 satisfied, or have been otherwise rendered moot d ue to

22 the deleveraging achieved through the Chapter 11

23 process."

24 Q. Would you like to rephrase your answer to Commi ssioner
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 1 Ignatius?

 2 A. (Bailey) Yes.  Thank you, Mr. Roth.  So, Sectio n 2,

 3 only the financial conditions have been replaced.   So,

 4 I presume that the language in the paragraph that  I was

 5 reading, that says the Commission could "determin e the

 6 appropriate process" for this kind of determinati on

 7 would still exist.

 8 MR. ROTH:  Thank you.  That's all I

 9 have.

10 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Then, that's

11 everything for this panel.  So, the witnesses are  excused.

12 Thank you.

13 WITNESS LISCIANDRO:  Thank you.

14 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Anything that we need to

15 address further today?

16 MS. BRAGDON:  Yes.

17 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Ms. Bragdon.

18 MS. BRAGDON:  I know this is a little

19 out of order, but I spoke with Mr. McHugh during the

20 break.  Is there any possibility CRC, and Ms. Fol ey is

21 going to make a similar request, that we could mo ve our

22 exhibits in at this time, since we will not have any

23 questions for Staff, Non-Advocate Staff tomorrow?

24 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, we can -- and, Mr.
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 1 Shoer?

 2 MR. SHOER:  May I join in that request.

 3 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Right.  Well, let's see

 4 then.  So, basically, are there any other takers on that

 5 proposal?

 6 MR. KENNAN:  I guess I'll throw my hat

 7 in, too.  Although, I believe I'll be back tomorr ow,

 8 Mr. Chairman.

 9 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  So, then, we have

10 a - let's see the best way to phrase this.  So, t hen, the

11 CRC and One Comm and BayRing and --

12 MR. KENNAN:  Otel.

13 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  -- Otel would like to

14 move their exhibits into evidence.  Is there any objection

15 to admitting them?  

16 MS. FOLEY:  I did just want to make one

17 clarifying statement, if I could, with regard to the One

18 Communications' exhibits.  What's been marked as "OC-23"

19 are comments One Communications filed with the Ne w

20 Hampshire PUC in Docket DT 07-011, and what's bee n marked

21 as OC-24 are comments that One Communications fil ed with

22 the Federal Communications Commission.  Both of t hose

23 documents are in the nature of briefs in that the y contain

24 arguments of counsel.  We are seeking to have the m
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 1 admitted for the purpose of referring to them in our

 2 brief, to show that we've made these arguments in  the

 3 dockets noted at the times they were made, not ne cessarily

 4 for the truth of any factual assertions within th em.

 5 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you.  Well,

 6 then, the critical issue is the next one.  Is the re any

 7 objections to the parties' motion to admit those exhibits

 8 into evidence?

 9 MR. McHUGH:  No objection, Mr. Chairman,

10 from FairPoint.  But, before you release them, I want to

11 make sure everybody, who's not going to be here t omorrow,

12 stipulates for the record that the FairPoint exhi bits are

13 so admitted without objection.  You don't have to  do that

14 until tomorrow, but I don't want them to have obj ections

15 after they leave.

16 MS. BRAGDON:  No objection from CRC.  

17 MS. FOLEY:  No objection.

18 MR. SHOER:  No.  Fair request.  That's a

19 fair request.  No objection from BayRing.  

20 MR. KENNAN:  None from Otel.

21 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Thank you then.

22 MR. ROTH:  Mr. Chairman, the admission

23 of the chalk as an exhibit is outstanding.  And, I would

24 ask that it be admitted.  And, --
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 1 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, it's premature to

 2 admit it.  I think earlier I identified it as "St aff

 3 Advocate 3" for identification.

 4 MR. JUDD:  May I address that request?

 5 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, --

 6 MR. JUDD:  Not to have it admitted, but

 7 the exhibit itself.

 8 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Yes.

 9 MR. JUDD:  I was going to suggest that

10 the Commission accept Mr. Roth's offer of putting  Ms.

11 Bailey to work tonight to produce that in a diffe rent

12 format.  My concern is --

13 MR. ROTH:  I don't recall making that

14 offer.

15 MR. JUDD:  Well, I believe that you did.

16 But, putting that aside --

17 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Well, let's --

18 MR. JUDD:  If I could finish my --

19 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  No.  Please.

20 MR. JUDD:  Okay.  

21 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  I think what I had said

22 earlier was that the last we knew this machine wa s working

23 and we can just print it, and it would be Staff A dvocate

24 Number 3.  Is there a problem with that?
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 1 MR. JUDD:  My concern was the clarity of

 2 it, Mr. Chairman.  With her testimony, it is very  clear,

 3 and I think it's a very helpful exhibit.  My conc ern is,

 4 as a stand-alone document, it might not have the same

 5 clarity.  And, I was attempting to help with the quality

 6 of the record in advocating that, and I'll make a n

 7 example, that she referred to different colors an d whatnot

 8 on the exhibit.  I was simply looking for clarity .  I make

 9 know objection.  And, again, I think it's very he lpful

10 information, and she brought great clarity to som ething

11 that was confusing.

12 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Well, I think

13 what we will do, since we have a whole nother day  ahead of

14 us, we'll print this tonight, see how it comes ou t.  And,

15 my benefit, I take your point about the colors in  her

16 description, though, she did mention columns and column

17 headings.  But let's take a run at printing that tonight.

18 And, if we need to --

19 MR. JUDD:  Thank you.  

20 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  -- correct the record

21 tomorrow, we'll do that.  Getting back to the mot ion to

22 enter the CLEC exhibits -- Ms. Geiger?

23 MS. GEIGER:  Mr. Chairman, thank you.  I

24 expect to be here tomorrow and can wait till then  to move
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 1 my exhibits into the record.  But, for the sake o f

 2 administrative convenience, if you want to do all  the CLEC

 3 exhibits now, that's fine with me.

 4 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, segTEL?  

 5 MS. MULLHOLAND:  My attorney has

 6 departed, but it's okay with segTEL as well.

 7 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, the same issue,

 8 Mr. McHugh, you don't object, as long as they don 't object

 9 to yours?  And, I'm seeing nodding heads from Ms.  Geiger

10 and -- 

11 MS. GEIGER:  Yes.

12 MS. MULLHOLAND:  No objection from

13 segTEL.

14 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  -- segTEL as well.

15 (Chairman and Commissioners conferring.) 

16 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  So, we will grant

17 the motions to admit into evidence all of the var ious CLEC

18 exhibits that have been set forth on the document s that

19 have noted the exhibits that were listed for

20 identification.

21 MS. BRAGDON:  Thank you.

22 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  And, is there anything

23 else that I've forgotten, because we were jumping  around

24 there for a moment?
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 1 (No verbal response) 

 2 CHAIRMAN GETZ:  Okay.  Then, we will

 3 start tomorrow morning at 9:00 with the Non-Staff  Advocate

 4 panel.  And, we will adjourn for today.  Thank yo u,

 5 everyone.

 6 (Whereupon the hearing was adjourned at 

 7 5:13 p.m., and the hearing resume on May 

 8 26, 2010, commencing at 9:00 a.m.) 
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